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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
The Effects of Dynamic Stress on Fault Interaction and Earthquake Triggering in the San
Gorgonio Pass and San Jacinto, CA Regions
by
Jennifer Mary Tarnowski
Doctor of Philosophy, Geological Sciences
University of California, Riverside, March 2017
Dr. David Oglesby, Chairperson

We investigate how dynamic stresses can affect the occurrence of earthquakes in
two regions in southern California. First we examine the San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) with
3D dynamic finite element models to investigate potential rupture paths of earthquakes
propagating along faults in the western SGP. The SGP is extremely structurally complex
because the San Andreas Fault splinters into many different fault strands in this area, and
there are additional regional fault zones present. It has long been suspected that this
structural knot, which consists of the intersection of various non-planar strike-slip and
thrust fault segments, may inhibit earthquake rupture propagation between the San
Bernardino strand of the San Andreas Fault System and the San Gorgonio Pass Fault
Zone. With simplified numerical models of rupture propagation and slip, we find that
nucleation on the San Bernardino strand does not produce through-going rupture to the
San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone, but nucleation on the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone may
produce through-going rupture to the San Bernardino strand in some scenarios. Using
vi

more realistically complex fault geometries in our models, we find the stress and
subsequent rupture propagation patterns are highly influenced by the fault geometry and
the initial stress field assumptions. Unlike in the models with simplified fault geometries,
the results are not robust with respect to the input parameters. The complex models also
have significantly different rupture propagation paths. Earthquakes that originate along
the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone do not result in multi-fault rupture and there are
generally fewer scenarios that include multi-fault rupture compared to the simple models.
The combination of complex fault geometry and extremely heterogeneous initial stresses
lead to results that imply the SGP could be a barrier for rupture propagation. In a
separate study, we evaluate catalog earthquake data from the San Jacinto Fault Zone
(SJFZ) for evidence of remote triggering of local earthquakes. We find that, while rare,
local events are triggered along the SJFZ by large magnitude remote events and that a
combination of statistical tests, peak magnitude analysis, and visual scans of
seismograms are required to validate these examples of triggering.
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Introduction
Stress in the Earth plays a critical role in the generation, rupture and slip behavior,
and cessation of earthquakes. In general, stress conditions can control whether it is
possible for an earthquake to occur at any given time. Faults can respond to long-term
changes in stress, referred to as static stress, as well as short-term dynamic stress
changes. While the distinctions regarding the type of stress change are somewhat
arbitrary (i.e. there is no absolute measure of what length of time constitutes a long-term
stress change), these distinctions are an essential part of earthquake triggering literature.
Differentiations between static, quasi-static, and dynamic stress play a role in
determining earthquake-triggering mechanisms. A static stress change is a more-or-less
permanent change in the long-term stress following a physical process such as an
earthquake. An earthquake can change the stress state in the surrounding rock, bringing
some areas either closer to or further from failure (e.g. King et al., 1994, Harris et al.,
1995). Quasi-static stresses are similar, but assume stress changes less gradual than static
stress and more gradual than dynamic stress (Stuart, 1979). This intermediary stress
change is associated with visco-elastic relaxation of the lower crust and transient
deformation capable of triggering earthquakes (Pollitz and Sacks, 2002). Assuming static
or quasi-static stresses, the stress change following an earthquake is often described by
the change in the Coulomb Failure Function (CFF), evaluated as
∆𝐶𝐹𝐹 =    ∆𝜏 − 𝜇! ∆𝜎!

(0.1)

where ∆𝜏 is the change in shear stress, 𝜇! is the static coefficient of friction, and ∆𝜎! is
the change in the normal stress, negative in compression in this sign convention, (e.g.
1

Oppenheimer et al., 1988; Cocco and Rice, 2002). A positive value for ∆CFF indicates
the stress state in a particular location has increased towards Coulomb failure and
potential fault failure and earthquake triggering.
Dynamic stress changes in particular are the focus of this dissertation. In contrast
to static and quasi-static stresses, dynamic stresses are temporary stress changes that arise
during the passage of seismic/acoustic waves. These types of stresses are transient,
affecting the surrounding rock as seismic waves pass through, and typically dying out
once waves have passed. However, depending on the initial stress state of the
surrounding rock and any faults present in the rock volume, dynamic stresses can
temporarily raise the stress state to what is referred to as a critically stressed state, in
which failure can occur. One of the potential physical models explaining dynamic
triggering at large distances is fluid activation. In this mechanism, dynamic stress
changes affect permeability and fluid transport, subsequently causing a re-distribution of
pore pressure that makes a rock volume more susceptible to failure (Brodsky et al. 2003;
Wang and Manga, 2009; Elkhoury et al., 2011). The importance of dynamic stresses and
their triggering capabilities arose in industry and intelligence applications, such as the
former USSR’s use of nuclear explosives to stimulate hydrocarbon reservoirs (e.g.
Nordyke, 1975) and in studies designed to understand whether underground nuclear tests
could trigger earthquakes (e.g. Emiliani et al., 1969). Eventually, the importance of
dynamic stresses on earthquake triggering and fault interactions developed into robust
areas of investigation (e.g. Harris and Day, 1993; Gomberg et al., 1997; Oglesby et al.,
2003a; Aagaard et al., 2004; Gomberg and Johnson, 2005; Felzer and Brodsky, 2006;
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Pollitz and Johnston, 2006). While there are many sources of temporal stress fluctuations
in the crust and different modes of stress transfer, for this work, the focus on dynamic
stresses is twofold. First, we study how dynamic stresses from an earthquake can affect
the rupture propagation path, slip, and ground motion for that specific earthquake (e.g.
Oglesby et al., 2003a), and second, how dynamic stresses are capable of triggering
earthquakes at remote distances (e.g. Hill et al., 1993).
Studies that use realistically complex geometries and stresses have shown that
variations in either fault geometry or stress field inputs can facilitate or hinder rupture
propagation. Dynamic modeling indicates that the distance between faults affects how
quickly a rupture can propagate from one fault to another, and that distances greater than
5 km are not easily jumped (Harris and Day, 1993). Narrow branching angles lead to the
stress shadowing effect, in which shear stress is relieved on one of the faults, making
rupture less likely to propagate along both branches, while wider angles tend to facilitate
rupture on both branches (Kame et al., 2003; Duan and Oglesby, 2007). Dynamic stress
interactions between faults during rupture can either encourage or inhibit further rupture
and are highly dependent on fault geometry and pre-stress conditions (Oglesby et al.,
2003a; 2003b). Modeling intersecting faults with differing mechanisms (i.e. strike-slip
and thrust) produces propagation paths that are a complex result of the pre-stress field,
the dynamic stress field, and the initial earthquake nucleation location (Oglesby, 2005).
Small faults located between larger faults can sometimes slow, halt, or encourage rupture
propagation due to differences in dynamic stress interactions that are sensitive to the
length and depth of the smaller fault (Lozos et al., 2012). While many of these are
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examples of hypothetical fault systems that could lead to multi-fault rupture, there are
several examples of real complex earthquakes in which several faults fail, such as the
1957 Gobi-Altai (Bayarsayhan et al., 1996), 1992 Landers, CA (Sieh et al., 1993), and
2002 Denali (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2003) earthquakes.
This work investigates the role of dynamic stresses on two of the major rightlateral strike-slip fault systems in southern California. The first two chapters focus on
dynamic rupture models of hypothetical earthquakes along a portion of the San Andreas
Fault System (SAF) within the San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) region. The final chapter
investigates the possibility of remote triggering of small local events along the San
Jacinto Fault Zone by dynamic stresses from far-off earthquakes.
Because two chapters discuss how the geometric complexity of the SGP affects
temporal stress changes for earthquake rupture propagation, it is necessary to discuss the
general geologic background of the region (Figure 0.1). Geologic maps show the SAF as
the dominant structure through the SGP. (Vaughan, 1922) mapped the Banning Fault as
linked to the SAF in the central region of the SGP (Hill, 1928; Allen, 1957). During the
late Miocene, the Banning fault likely formed a single structure that was part of the SAF,
but eventually the SAF became divided into three segments (Matti et al., 1992). The
Banning fault was abandoned during the Pliocene (Matti et al., 1992). Sediments cover
the western segment of the Banning fault and its current position is inferred from gravity
data (Willingham, 1971). The so-called structural knot in the SGP continued to evolve
during the late Pliocene and Pleistocene. A left step in the SAF began to evolve during
the Pleistocene and eventually the left-lateral motion of the Pinto Mountain Fault
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deflected the geometry of the SAF to its modern structure (Matti et al., 1992). Multiple
right-lateral slipping fault strands developed through the SGP sometimes reactivating
older structures within this increasingly complex area of active faulting. The Mission

Figure 0.1. Geologic Map of Key Faults in the SGP. All annotations are original to the figure, from
Kendrick et al. (2015). Original mapping from Matti et al. (1982) and Matti and Morton (1993).

Creek strand was one of the first to develop, but was abandoned during the Pleistocene
(Matti et al., 1992). The Mill Creek strand developed next as the through-going strand,
and while it is currently the most obvious through-going feature in the SGP, it is
interpreted that the Pinto Mountain Fault displaced the Mill Creek strand, causing it to
cease slipping between 106 to 95 ka (Kendrick et al., 2015). Toward the center of the
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SGP, Allen (1957) mapped several faults that did not have a clear, continuous path
through the area. Eventually it was proposed that the central portion of the Banning fault
had been overprinted by a more geologically recent compressional tectonism that is not
kinematically related to the Banning fault (Matti et al., 1985; Matti et al., 1992; Matti
and Morton, 1993). This overprinted thrust fault system is known as the San Gorgonio
Pass Fault Zone and may connect at its western end to the right-lateral Garnet Hill strand
(Yule and Sieh, 2003). The Garnet Hill strand likely acts as a step-over with the
remaining southeastern Banning Fault and Coachella Valley segment, which appears to
be an offshoot of the main SAF trace that leads farther southeast toward the Salton Sea
(Matti et al.,1992; Yule and Sieh, 2003). Kendrick et al. (2015) propose that the Pinto
Mountain Fault, which has had a variable slip rate for the last 500 ka, likely caused the
SAF to find a less mechanically optimal path via the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone and
its neighboring faults. Dynamic rupture models in this work focus on this possible path
through the SGP, consisting of the San Bernardino strand, San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone,
and Garnet Hill strand.
The faults in the region form a contractional stepover, which may slow or stop
earthquake rupture as discussed in previous studies (e.g. Carena et al., 2004; Langenheim
et al., 2005). The main active faults in the region have changed over relatively recent
geologic time. Fault strands that have the strongest surface expression in the field at this
time are typically older features that currently may not be the most active faults (e.g. the
Mill Creek strand). Geologic mapping and paleoseismic studies indicate that thrust faults
to the south may currently be the most active structures (Yule and Sieh, 2003; Ramzan,
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2012, Scharer et al., 2013). Although recent paleoseismic trenching along the thrusts of
the San Gorgonio Fault zone can provide estimates of earthquake recurrence intervals on
the order of ~1400 years (Scharer et al., 2013), there is still considerable uncertainty
about the dip angle of the thrust faults and the potential intersection with the strike-slip
San Bernardino strand of the SAF. A fault intersection like the one in the western SGP
has not been studied in extensive detail via dynamic rupture models. There is an
extensive set of kinematic ground motion models testing rupture propagation scenarios
through the SGP (e.g., Olsen et al., 2006; 2008), but these all assume a single, planar
fault. Although simplifications are often necessary when modeling earthquakes, oversimplifications can miss important aspects of complex fault systems and provide
inaccurate estimates of ground motion or propagation paths. We aim to build on the body
of knowledge established in previous studies to investigate the effects of improved fault
geometry and initial stress complexity through dynamic ruptures models.
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Chapter 1
Testing Simplified Fault Geometries to Understand Fault Interactions in San Gorgonio
Pass, CA via Dynamic Rupture Models

12

1.1. Abstract
We use 3D dynamic finite element method models to investigate potential rupture
paths of earthquakes propagating along faults in the western San Gorgonio Pass (SGP)
region of California. The SGP is a structurally complex region because the San Andreas
Fault splinters into many sub-parallel active fault strands with additional active fault
zones present in this location. It has long been suspected that this structural knot, which
consists of the intersection of various non-planar strike-slip and thrust fault segments,
may inhibit earthquake rupture propagation between the San Bernardino strand of the San
Andreas Fault System and the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone. The above condition may
limit the size of potential earthquakes in the region. We focus this study on a highly
simplified approximation of the San Bernardino strand and the San Gorgonio Pass Fault
Zone, where the fault connectivity is not well-constrained. We use the finite element
method code FaultMod (Barall, 2009) to investigate how fault geometry, nucleation
location, and initial stresses influence rupture propagation, which could be an indicator of
the likelihood of through-going rupture in this region. Our results indicate that
earthquakes that nucleate on the San Bernardino strand and propagate southeastward do
not easily transfer rupture to thrust faults of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone.
However, with certain fault geometry assumptions, earthquakes that nucleate on the San
Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone may transfer rupture to the San Bernardino strand. Thus, these
results imply that through-going rupture may be more likely if an earthquake nucleates on
the eastern side of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone and the distance between the San
Bernardino strand and the thrust faults of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone is small.
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1.2. Introduction
The San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) is a structurally complex region along the San
Andreas Fault system (SAF) in southern California. Based on mapped surface traces
through the SGP (Figure 1.1), the SAF does not have an obvious continuous surface
expression through the area. Strike-slip and thrust faults appear discontinuous and many

!

Figure!1.!!

Figure 1.1. Location and Fault Map. Red lines show active fault traces; black are deemed inactive. All
annotations are original to the figure (Yule and Sieh, 2003). Original mapping by Allen (1957), Matti et al.
(1985), Matti et al. (1992), Matti and Morton (1993).

of the intersections amongst the various mapped traces are unclear (Allen, 1957; Matti et
al., 1985; Matti and Morton, 1993; Yule and Sieh, 2003). The SGP is a crucial “pinchpoint” along the SAF because its structural complexity could lead to two extreme endmembers of results. It could halt rupture propagation (Sykes and Seeber, 1985) or cause a
complex earthquake in which several faults fail, as in the 1957 Gobi-Altai (Bayarsayhan
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et al., 1996), 1992 Landers, CA (Sieh et al., 1993), and 2002 Denali (Eberhart-Phillips et
al., 2003) earthquakes. The entirety of the southern SAF has not ruptured in modern
seismically recordable history, leaving much speculation about the characteristics of
potentially large earthquakes in the SGP region. If the entirety of the southern SAF,
including the SGP, were to fail, large parts of southern California, including metropolitan
areas, would experience strong shaking (Olsen et al., 2006). The sediments along the San
Bernardino and San Gabriel Mountains act as a waveguide, funneling seismic radiation
into the metropolitan areas built on basins that further amplify shaking. One of the
fundamental questions in the literature regarding the SGP is whether a large throughgoing earthquake is possible in this region. If such a through-going rupture is possible,
another important question is what circumstances (i.e. fault geometry, stress conditions,
and nucleation locations) could increase the likelihood of such an event. To design a
model that adequately addresses the circumstances that could lead to through-going
earthquakes, it is necessary to first characterize the geologic complexities of the SGP and
then decompose the complexities into a manageable starting point.

1.2.1. Geologic Complexities of the SGP
Strike-slip faults, thrust faults, and even normal faults comprise the active fault
network of the SGP. The predominant faulting mechanisms are right-lateral strike-slip
and thrust. In general, the faults in the region form a contractional stepover, which may
slow or stop earthquake rupture (Carena et al., 2004; Langenheim et al., 2005). The
main active faults in the region have changed over relatively recent geologic time. Fault
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strands that have the strongest surface expression in the field at this time are typically
older features that currently may not be the most active faults (e.g. the Mill Creek strand).
Geologic mapping and paleoseismic studies indicate that thrust faults to the south may be
the current most active structures (Yule and Sieh, 2003; Ramzan, 2012, Scharer et al.,
2013). Although recent paleoseismic trenching along the thrusts of the San Gorgonio
Fault zone can provide estimates of earthquake recurrence intervals on the order of ~1400
years (Scharer et al., 2013), there is still considerable uncertainty about the dip angle of
the thrust faults and the potential intersection with the strike-slip San Bernardino strand
of the SAF. The complexity of the SGP can be broken down into several areas that may
each serve as a pinch-point for rupture propagation. One such area is the possible
intersection between the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone and the San Bernardino strand of
the SAF, henceforth referred to as the San Bernardino strand. At this possible
intersection, the right-lateral San Bernardino strand terminates almost like a tear fault
between two thrust faults in the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone, which are oriented nearly
perpendicular to the San Bernardino strand (Figure 1.2). This study aims to understand
the dynamic fault interactions in this particular area of the western SGP.
Paleoseismic data yield large uncertainties regarding the timing of earthquakes
and cannot unequivocally determine dynamic fault interactions. Evidence of paleoseismic
events can be difficult to correlate spatially and temporally. For example, features found
in trenches both in the eastern and western SGP could either indicate that a large throughgoing earthquake occurred, or that smaller events occurred with days or even years
passing between the events. The error associated with dating paleoseismic features
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Figure 1.2. Location and Fault Map Showing Model Approximation. The blue and red lines show the
approximation of the fault geometry made for the models. The blue line is the equivalent of the Strike-Slip
Fault and the red lines are the Western and Eastern Thrusts in the models.

sometimes spans centuries, leaving the results open to several interpretations (e.g.
Scharer et al., 2013). Numerical modeling is one way of investigating the likelihood of
through-going rupture and can validate interpretations from the geologic record.
A fault intersection like the one in the western SGP has not been studied in
extensive detail via dynamic rupture models. There is an extensive set of kinematic
ground motion models testing rupture propagation scenarios through the SGP (e.g., Olsen
et al., 2006; 2008), but these all assume a single, planar fault. Although simplifications
are often necessary when modeling earthquakes, over-simplifications can miss important
aspects of complex fault systems and provide inaccurate estimates of ground motion or
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propagation paths. Studies that use more realistically complex geometries and stresses,
but are not specific to the SGP region, have shown that variations in either fault geometry
or stress field inputs can facilitate or hinder rupture propagation. Dynamic modeling
indicates that the distance between faults affects how quickly a rupture can propagate
from one fault to another, and that distances greater than 5 km are not easily jumped
(Harris and Day, 1993). The branching angle between faults in a branched fault system
can affect propagation paths. Narrow branching angles lead to stress shadows, in which
stress is relieved on one of the faults, making rupture less likely to propagate along both
branches; wider angles tend to facilitate rupture on both branches (Kame et al., 2003;
Duan and Oglesby, 2007). Stress interactions between faults during rupture can either
facilitate or terminate further rupture and are highly dependent on fault geometry and prestress conditions (Oglesby et al., 2003a; 2003b). Modeling intersecting faults with
differing mechanisms (i.e. strike-slip and thrust) produces propagation paths that are a
complex result of the pre-stress field, the dynamic stress field, and the initial earthquake
nucleation location (Oglesby, 2005). Small faults located between larger faults can
sometimes hinder or facilitate rupture propagation due to differences in dynamic stress
interactions that are sensitive to the length and depth of the smaller fault (Lozos et al.,
2012). Models of strike-slip faults intersecting dipping thrust and normal faults show that
slip on strike-slip faults could hinder rupture on nearby thrust faults, while the opposite is
true for slip originating on thrust faults (Oglesby, 2005). However, the results of these
previous models depend on the specific fault geometry and pre-stress fields used in those
models, so they cannot adequately answer whether earthquakes can continue through a
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specific intersection similar to the San Bernardino strand and San Gorgonio Fault zone,
or what circumstances lead to through-going scenarios. Due to the uncertainty on the
exact orientation of active fault structures in the area, dynamic rupture modeling is a
suitable method to explore the possible variations of fault geometry in the SGP and the
effect of those variations on earthquake propagation. Models in this study test six types
of variation as follows: (1) the distance separating thrust faults from the strike-slip fault,
(2) the size of the thrust faults, (3) the dip angles of the thrust faults, (4) the location of
the potential fault intersection, (5) the nucleation location, and (6) the initial stress field.
This study aims to maintain the simplest geometries possible for the San Bernardino
strand and San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone while testing multiple variations on that fault
geometry.

1.3. Methods
There are various modeling methods used to investigate earthquake and fault
behavior. The methods can generally be grouped into kinematic, quasi-static, and
dynamic models. Kinematic faulting models assume fault displacement to calculate
ground motion (e.g. Michael, 1990; Wesnousky and Jones, 1994), but fault motion must
be specified beforehand. Quasi-static faulting models allow for the estimation of fault
motion and stress transfer, but the assumption is that all elements of the model are in
stress equilibrium, assuming no acceleration, so the sum of all forces is equal to zero.
Such models are useful for determining the relative change in the regional stress field
after an earthquake (e.g. King et al., 1994) because they solve for the difference in forces
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between the beginning and end of the simulation. Because of their computational
efficiency, fault motion and deformation can be modeled over long periods of time with
quasi-static models (e.g. Dair and Cooke, 2009). However, quasi-static models do not
incorporate seismic waves, so they cannot be used to determine ground motion, and do
not include the complex interaction between dynamic stress waves and fault friction.
Dynamic models fully consider the time-varying interaction between motion, forces, and
material properties. Results are stepped forward in time, with the result from one time
step affecting the result in the next time step. Dynamic modeling, due to its
computational expense, cannot easily model long-term faulting behavior. However, it is
an approach well-suited to investigate potential earthquake rupture propagation paths in
the SGP over the time frame of a single earthquake because dynamic rupture models can
explore the effects of fault geometry on slip distribution, propagation paths over time,
ground motion, and earthquake size (Aochi et al., 2000; Aagaard et al., 2004; Oglesby et
al., 2003a; 2003b; Oglesby, 2005; Duan and Oglesby, 2007; Templeton, 2009; Lozos et
al., 2011; Lozos et al., 2012).

1.3.1. Basics of the Modeling Method
We use the 3D finite element method code FaultMod (Barall, 2009) to run all
models in this study. FaultMod takes the following as basic inputs: 3D mesh, friction
law, stresses, nucleation location (hypocenter), material properties, model duration, and
time stepping. Using these inputs, FaultMod solves for displacement at the nodes of the
elements, and for stresses at the element faces. In general, the calculations rely on
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Newton’s second law of motion and Hooke’s law, which provides the relationship
between strain and stress (Taylor, 2005; Mac Donald, 2007; Zhang et al., 2009). The
outputs are absolute normal and shear stresses, slip, slip rate, and particle/ground motion.
Total slip in particular is a useful output because it best emphasizes the rupture
propagation paths for each model.

1.3.2. Mesh Designs and Relevant Parametric Assumptions
The San Bernardino strand of the SAF (hereafter referred to as the Strike-Slip Fault) and
two thrust segments of the San Gorgonio Fault Zone (hereafter referred to as the Western
Thrust or Eastern Thrust when referred to individually or as the thrusts when referred to
together) were selected as the faults of interest due to their orientations. The fault traces
for the geometries used in this study are simplified from the fault structures of the
western SGP as shown in Figure 1.2. The Strike-Slip Fault is oriented at a 90-degree
angle between the two thrusts. Based on mapping studies, it is uncertain how, or even if,
these faults intersect (Matti et al., 1985; Matti and Morton, 1993; Yule and Sieh, 2003).
The fault geometries used in this study are approximated with planar faults for simplicity.
We discretize the faults and mesh the volume surrounding the faults in the csimsoft
software toolkit Trelis, which is based on CUBIT software from Sandia National
Laboratories. Fault surfaces are meshed with triangular elements, and the volumes are
meshed with tetrahedra. Bias is implemented so that elements far from the faults are
three times larger than elements around the faults to save on computational time and
storage space. We generate two general categories of meshes for this study. The Test
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Category #1 (T1) meshes have thrusts with a short along-strike length and a 1-2 km
separation from the Strike-Slip Fault (Figure 1.3a). The Test Category #2 (T2) meshes
are similar, but include thrusts with larger along-strike lengths compared to the T1
geometry and only a 100 m separation from the Strike-Slip Fault (Figure 1.3b). The T2
thrusts are extended to approximate the larger length of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault
Zone and facilitate tests of earthquakes that may nucleate farther away from the potential
intersection point of all faults involved in the models. There are also two variations with
the length of the Strike-Slip Fault, which changes the potential intersection point with the
thrusts (Figure 1.4) such that it terminates either near the Eastern or Western thrust
segment. These variations are referred to as the gap and no gap scenarios. For all
meshes, dip angles of 35, 45, and 55 degrees for both thrusts are tested. In total, there are
12 unique geometry combinations for all of the models tested in this study (Table 1.1).
While still relatively simple, these variations of the fault geometry add more realistic
complexity to models through the SGP when compared to models assuming a single
planar fault through the region. These models also enhance our intuition for the factors
that control the propagation of rupture across these faults.
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along-strike length of the thrusts allows directivity to play a larger role in the models, providing a closer
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For these tests, the objective is to obtain potential earthquake rupture propagation
paths. In addition to the fault geometry variations, we test various initial stress conditions
as well, using the slip-weakening friction law (Ida, 1972; Andrews, 1976). The results of
the models are divided into two main categories based on their initial stress inputs:
Constant Tractions and Regional Stress. Both the Constant Tractions and Regional Stress
models are further subdivided in the results section. In the Constant Tractions models,
the Strike-Slip Fault is pre-stressed in a purely strike-slip manner and the thrusts are prestressed in a purely dip-slip manner. There is no assumption of oblique slip, but faults
are allowed to slip in any direction based on the dynamic solution. We refer to these
models as having constant tractions because the initial shear along-strike traction value is
the same for every element along the Strike-Slip fault, as is the initial normal traction
value. Likewise, the thrusts have the same initial shear along-dip traction values. A
detailed breakdown of the stress values is in Table 1.2. With constant frictional
parameters, we back-calculate the magnitude of the initial constant shear and normal
tractions assuming a 3 MPa stress drop. Our physical and computational parameters for
the Constant Tractions models are listed in Table 1.2.
With the Regional Stress models we use a constant tectonic stress field for the
SGP region as the initial condition, with the shear and normal stress on each fault
segment resolved from this observationally-based regional stress tensor onto each
segment. This method adds another layer of complexity because oblique slip is possible
in this scenario, and stress magnitudes are no longer equivalent on different segments.
To obtain the initial regional stress values, we use the orientation of the stress field and
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the relative magnitude of the three principal stress axes (Aϕ) of the SGP area from
Hardebeck and Hauksson (2001). We use the Aϕ parameter as defined in Simpson
(1997) to calculate ratios of initial stresses that fall within the range of Aϕ = 1.5 – 2.3,
which is an appropriate range for the SGP (Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001). The 1.5 –
2.3 range indicates a mixture of a strike-slip and thrust regime, with 2.3 having the higher
compressive component because Aϕ ≈ 3 indicates pure compression. We use 4 different
sets of initial stress tensors that correspond to the following four Aϕ values: 1.5, 1.74,
1.96, and 2.24. We then resolve the regional stress tensors onto the fault planes in
FaultMod. Our physical and computational parameters for the Regional Stress models
are listed in Table 1.3. We keep as many parameters as possible constant between the
Constant Tractions and Regional Stress models, but the frictional parameters need to be
somewhat different for the these two model suites in order to maintain S values that can
facilitate rupture.

1.4. Results
The model results are divided into four groups with successively increasing
complication: T1 mesh models, shallow T2 mesh models, an expanded set of T2 mesh
models with various nucleation depths, and T2 mesh models that employ a variety of
regional stress regimes. Overall, our results indicate that earthquakes nucleating on the
Strike-Slip Fault do not easily transfer rupture to the thrust faults. However, the thrust
faults may transfer rupture to the Strike-Slip Fault. Through-going rupture is more
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common in the scenarios in which an earthquake nucleates on the Eastern Thrust and the
distance between the Strike-Slip Fault and the thrusts is small.

1.4.1. T1 Set of Models
This category of models includes thrust dip angles of 35, 45, and 55 degrees; the
gap and no gap fault intersections (Figure 1.4); and three different nucleation locations.
The nucleation locations are on the Strike-Slip Fault, the Western Thrust, and the Eastern
Thrust. All nucleation locations are at a depth of roughly 3 km. We find that the models
with different thrust dip angles produce similar results, suggesting that the 20-degree
variation in dip between different classes of our models does not significantly affect
rupture propagation paths with this fault geometry. Instead, the nucleation locations and
proximity of the Strike-Slip Fault to the thrusts have the most effect on rupture
propagation paths. With models that have nucleation points on the Strike-Slip Fault,
rupture does not propagate to either of the thrusts. Right-lateral slip on the Strike-Slip
Fault causes an increase in normal stress on the Eastern Thrust and a decrease in normal
stress on the Western Thrust. Although the change in normal stress should bring the
Western Thrust closer to failure, the dynamic shear stress values remain relatively low
compared to the normal stress. At the end of the simulation, shear stress values are
actually lower on the Western Thrust than on the Eastern Thrust. This is likely due to the
fault placement in the T1 mesh; the Western Thrust is 4 km away from the Strike-Slip
Fault and the Eastern Thrust only 2 km away. Complete multi-fault rupture also does not
occur in models that nucleate on the Western Thrust. Slip on the Western Thrust does
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not significantly affect normal stress on the Strike-Slip Fault. However, the dynamic
shear stresses on the Strike-Slip Fault are complex; patches of the fault closer to the
surface (and closer to the Western Thrust) experience a decrease in shear stress, while
parts of the fault farther away from the Western Thrust (to the northwest) experience an
increase in shear stress. Overall, with rapid temporal changes in the shear stress, the
shear stress magnitude on the Strike-Slip Fault does not exceed the normal stress
magnitude for prolonged periods of time in models that nucleate on the Western Thrust.
Conversely, rupture nucleation on the Eastern Thrust (i.e. the southeast) facilitates large
shear stress increases on the Strike-Slip Fault, which leads to more complex rupture
propagation paths (Figure 1.5). In each of the models that included nucleation on the
Eastern Thrust, at least part of the Strike-Slip Fault also slipped. Figure 1.5 shows a
model with a 35-degree dip angle for the thrusts and nucleation on the Eastern Thrust.
The pale blue region at 1 second shows the nucleation location. At 3 seconds, rupture has
jumped across the 1 km gap between the faults to the Strike-Slip Fault. At 9 seconds, the
rupture dies on the Eastern thrust, but the Strike-Slip fault continues to rupture until the
earthquake ends at 12 seconds. Due to the relatively small along-strike length of the
Eastern Thrust, we test the effects of the nucleation radius on the results. Decreasing the
nucleation radius to 3 km for the model in Figure 1.5 does not stop the rupture from
jumping across to the Strike-Slip Fault. In comparison, using a 5 km nucleation radius on
the Western Thrust, which is smaller along strike than the Eastern thrust, does not lead to
multi-fault rupture, indicating that the nucleation radius does not significantly affect our
results. The 2 km gap between the Western Thrust and the Strike-Slip Fault, plus the
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aforementioned clamping effect between the two faults prevent the rupture from
expanding beyond the Western Thrust. This suggests that the combined faulting
mechanisms and fault geometry have significant effects on the results.

SE

NW

Figure 1.5. Total Slip Plots for T1 Example Model. Note the view is from the northeast direction, so the left
corner shows the southeast direction. This model uses a T1 mesh, 35-degree dipping thrust faults, the no
gap scenario, and nucleation on the Eastern Thrust. In this scenario, rupture jumps to the Strike-Slip Fault.
Fault Total Slip Magnitude is given in meters. This scenario is approximated to be a Mw 6.7.
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Figure 1.5 is also an example of a model where the Strike-Slip Fault is extended 4
km south for a total length of roughly 24 km, otherwise referred to as the no gap scenario.
The no gap scenario decreases the distance between the Eastern Thrust and the StrikeSlip Fault, facilitating a build of up shear stress along the Strike-Slip Fault that leads to
multi-fault rupture. With the T1 mesh configuration, we find that with nucleation
on either of the thrusts, the no gap scenario tends to increase shear stresses on the StrikeSlip Fault, resulting in an increased likelihood of multi-fault rupture. In general,
nucleating on the Eastern Thrust and having a no gap scenario for the fault geometry
create stress conditions that are more favorable for multi-fault rupture. The results of all
the models generated with a T1 mesh are summarized in section 1.4.3: Comparison
Between T1 and T2 Models.

1.4.2. Basic Set of T2 Models
This and subsequent categories of models only employ the T2 mesh. Again, the
varieties include thrust dip angles of 35, 45, and 55 degrees; the gap and no gap fault
intersections; and three different nucleation locations. Unlike the results of the T1 set of
models, we find that the difference in dip angles on the thrusts can impact rupture. As
shown in Figures 1.6-1.8, increasing the dip angle facilitates multi-fault rupture for
earthquakes that nucleate on the Eastern Thrust. Figure 1.6 shows the total slip plots for
a T2 mesh model with 35-degree dip angles on the thrusts and a no gap intersection.
Similar to the T1 model in Figure 1.5, at 3 seconds, the rupture propagates to the StrikeSlip Fault.
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In this scenario, rupture terminates on the Eastern Thrust by 11 seconds and
terminates on the Strike-Slip Fault by 15 seconds. If the dip angle on the thrusts is
increased to 45 degrees, all three faults fail (Figure 1.7). The rupture propagates from the
Strike-Slip Fault to the Western Thrust by 13 seconds, but is just barely visible at the
viewing angle of Figure 1.7 at around 15 seconds. The earthquake takes nearly 25
seconds to end. Changing the thrust dip angle to 55 degrees appears to be the most
favorable for multi-fault rupture with nucleation on the Eastern Thrust (Figure 1.8). In
the 55-degree scenario, the rupture jumps to the Strike-Slip Fault by 9 seconds and the
entire earthquake is over at 16 second. The dynamic shear stresses that cause the rupture
to jump increase to failure significantly faster in the 55-degree scenario compared to the
45-degree scenario. Conversely, while increasing the dip angle promotes multi-fault
rupture with nucleation on the Eastern Thrust, increasing the dip angle inhibits multi-fault
rupture for earthquakes that nucleate on the Western Thrust with the no gap scenario.
With nucleation on the Western Thrust, although unclamping is favored along most of the
Strike-Slip Fault, there is a slight increase in normal stress along the Strike-Slip Fault to
the south of the Western Thrust in the no gap scenario with larger dip angles. This may
account for slip termination, considering that dynamic shear stresses are lower on the
Western Thrust compared with the Eastern Thrust. Thus, although the dip angle
variations lead to different results in the T2 set of models, the difference in the results is
still strongly tied to the nucleation location.
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Figure 1.6. Total Slip Plots for T2 35 Degree Dip Model. This model assumes a T2 mesh, 35-degree
dipping thrust faults, nucleation on the Eastern Thrust, and the no gap scenario. Fault total slip magnitude is
given in meters. Total earthquake time is only three seconds longer than the comparable T1 mesh model.
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Figure 1.7. Total Slip Plots for T2 45 Degree Dip Model. This model assumes a T2 mesh, 45-degree
dipping thrust faults, nucleation on the Eastern Thrust, and the no gap scenario. Fault total slip magnitude is
given in meters. This scenario is approximated to be the equivalent of a Mw 7.3, corresponding to the
maximum-slip scenario from the T2 suite of models employing constant tractions.
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Figure 1.8. Total Slip Plots for T2 55 Degree Dip Model. This model assumes a T2 mesh, 55-degree
dipping thrust faults, nucleation on the Eastern Thrust, and the no gap scenario. Fault total slip magnitude is
given in meters. At 3 and 9 seconds, the slightly paler blue color shows where the rupture has jumped
across to another fault.
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The nucleation location and the gap or no gap scenarios cause the most variety in
the results. Nucleating on the Strike-Slip Fault with the T2 mesh does not lead to multifault rupture, while nucleating on the Eastern Thrust readily causes either two or three
faults to rupture. Nucleating on the Western Thrust occasionally leads to a small jump to
the Eastern Thrust that bypasses the Strike-Slip Fault, but quickly dies out if the StrikeSlip Fault is longer along-strike (aka the gap scenario). If the no gap scenario is
employed in the model with nucleation on the Western Thrust, then with 35-degree
dipping thrusts, all three faults fails, but with 45 and 55-degree dipping thrusts, rupture
tends to die out on the Strike-Slip Fault. Depending on the nucleation location, the no gap
scenario (with a 4 km longer Strike-Slip Fault) leads to a higher likelihood of multi-fault
rupture. Overall, there is a complex interaction between the dip angle, nucleation
location, and fault intersection scenarios.

1.4.3. Summary and Comparison Between T1 and T2 Models
The most robust result from the models using the T1 and T2 meshes is that
rupture nucleation on the Strike-Slip Fault does not lead to multi-fault rupture. Despite
increasing the size of the thrusts and decreasing the distance between the thrusts and the
Strike-Slip Fault from the kilometer scale down to 100 m on either side, the difference in
the fault geometry of the two meshes does not affect the Strike-Slip Fault nucleation
scenario (Figure 1.9). Figure 1.9a shows a sample model from the T1 set and Figures
1.9b-c show samples from the T2 set. For the T2 set, we show both the gap scenario
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Figure 1.9. Total Slip Plots for Representative Strike-Slip Nucleation Models. These plots show the
nucleation and final slip plot. (A) Model with the T1 mesh, 35-degree dipping thrusts, and the no gap
scenario. (B) Model with the T2 mesh, 35-degree dipping thrusts, and the gap scenario. (C) Model with the
T2 mesh, 35-degree dipping thrusts, and the no gap scenario. Each is representative of a larger suite of
models with the same result that the rupture does not propagate from the Strike-Slip Fault to the thrusts.
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(Figure 1.9b) and the no gap scenario (1.9c) because the distance between the thrusts and
the Strike-Slip Fault is so small, it would be conceivable that rupture could jump in one
of these models. However, the distance is insignificant because the stresses are not
optimally oriented between the pure strike-slip motion of the Strike-Slip Fault and the
pure dip-slip motion of the thrusts to facilitate multi-fault rupture. The easiest path for
rupture is to continue along the Strike-Slip Fault. With the decreased distance between
the thrusts and the Strike-Slip Fault, if nucleation occurs on either of the thrusts, multi
fault rupture is more likely in the T2 models (Figure 1.10). Overall, nucleation on the
Eastern Thrust with either of these meshes leads to the largest number of scenarios with
multi-fault rupture.

1.4.4. Variable Depth Models
All previous models assume a 3 km nucleation depth, which is fairly shallow.
Using the T2 mesh, which is likely to provide more stable results because of the larger
along-strike length of the thrusts, we test the following nucleation depths: 8, 13, and 20
km. We could not test nucleation on the Strike-Slip Fault in some scenarios because
FaultMod uses a 3-D spherical nucleation zone. Moving the nucleation point downward,
close to the angle of the thrusts causes artificial bleed-over of nucleation onto the thrusts,
creating artificial patches of slip on the thrusts that die out as soon as the nucleation phase
ends. The scenarios that have this problem are listed as “Not Available” in Figure 1.11.
At a depth of 20 km, the Western Thrust is too close to the edge of the mesh volume for
reliable results (a wider mesh would be needed to test such deep nucleation points,
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increasing the overall number of elements and computational time), so we only tested
nucleation at that depth on the Eastern Thrust; the results matched exactly with the results
for a 13 km depth (Figure 1.11).

Comparison of T1 and T2 Rupture Propagation Paths
T1

Faults Ruptured: West Thrust

Model Varieties
G
NG
G
35 Dip
NG
G
NG
45 Dip

55 Dip

Faults Ruptured: West Thrust

Strike-Slip Fault East Thrust

G
NG
G
NG
G
NG
G
NG
G
NG
G
NG

T2

Strike-Slip Fault East Thrust

Model Varieties
35 Dip

45 Dip

55 Dip

G
NG
G
NG
G
NG

G
NG
G
NG
G
NG
G
NG
G
NG
G
NG

Legend
Fault on which nucleation occurred

Significant slip, but fault does not rupture entirely

Fault ruptured entirely

Partial fault rupture with small amount of slip

G Gap: strike-slip fault intersects west thrust
NG No gap: strike-slip fault intersects east thrust

Figure 1.10. Summary Plot of T1 and T2 Results. In general, the trends of the models using the T2 mesh
follow those of the T1 mesh. The main difference is that the T2 mesh promotes directivity due to its larger
along-strike lengths for the thrust faults, allowing the dynamic stresses ahead of the rupture front to build
up and facilitate multi-fault rupture. This legend is used for all subsequent summary plots.
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~13 Km Nucleation Depth

~8 Km Nucleation Depth

~3 Km Nucleation Depth

T2 Rupture Propagation Paths with Different Nucleation Depths
Faults Ruptured: West Thrust Strike-Slip Fault
Model Varieties
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NG
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NG
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Figure 1.11. Summary Plot of T2 Variable Depth Results. Although there is some variability between the
shallow models and the 8 km depth models, the 8 km and 13 km depth results match and the overall trends
are still visible. Results marked “Not Available” are due to issues with a spherical nucleation zone. See text
for details.
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Nucleation deeper than 3 km produces results that are slightly different from the
shallow nucleation because the dynamic stress interactions are somewhat modified by
different rupture directivity. In addition, with some dip angles of the thrusts, we cannot
exactly duplicate each deeper nucleation point. We do our best to approximate the same
location by constraining it in the along-strike direction of the faults. We use the same
number of elements along the strike of the thrust faults as were used in the first round of
shallow models when placing the nucleation point at roughly the same depth (see Figure
1.12). However, this means the absolute along-dip location is different, which we believe
causes the bulk of the variation in rupture propagation. This kind of subtle variability in

Nucleation Selection: Along-Strike View
a
b

Nucleation Selection in Cross Section

Thrust Fault

ip
35 d
dip
45
55

z1

p

di

z2 z3

xa

nucleation depth = z1 ≈ z2 ≈ z3

xb

Along-dip direction

Free Surface

Figure 1.12. Nucleation Point Selection. To select nucleation points (denoted as stars) at various depths
with dipping faults, it is only possible to constrain 2 out of 3 dimensions. We constrain the depth and
along-strike positions. The depth (z) for groups of models is approximately the same for the 35º, 45º, and
55º dip angle configurations (hence the 3, 8, and 13 km nucleation depth groups of models). The alongstrike position is constrained using the same number of elements from edge “a” of the thrust fault (xa) and
the same number of elements from edge “b” of the thrust fault (xb) for each dip angle (xa and xb are not
equal). This means that the along-dip position of the nucleation point is different for the models with
different dip angles. We chose to used fixed depths on the thrusts because it would provide a more direct
comparison with fixed depths on the Strike-Slip Fault.
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the stresses with time, based on the nucleation location, is why it is important to test
complex situations with dynamic models. Overall, the results of the 8 km depth models
closely match the 3 km depth models discussed above, but there are a few differences. At
deeper nucleation depths, none of the models with nucleation on the Western Thrust that
cause all three faults to fail (Figure 1.11). For nucleation on the Eastern Thrust, the
deeper depths do not lead to multi-fault rupture when the thrusts angles are 55 degrees
and the gap scenario is employed. Based on the fact that the results for the Eastern
Thrust nucleation models at 20 km matched exactly the 13 km results, we suspect that
deeper earthquakes nucleating on the other faults would also be similar. In general, the
over-arching patterns observed in the shallow models are still present with deeper
nucleation depths.

1.4.5 Regional Stress Models
In addition to changing the spatial position of model parameters, we tested a small
series of different initial stress conditions. For the four sets of models with different
regional stress fields, we assumed the median values of the dip and depth assumptions
from our previous models (8 km depth for nucleation and 45 degree dip angle on the
thrusts) and the results are summarized in Figure 1.13. As with the constant-traction
models, we obtain the robust result that nucleation on the Strike-Slip Fault did not allow
rupture to jump in any of the regional stress variations. With the no gap scenario,
nucleation on the Eastern Thrust fault leads to multi-fault rupture in all stress fields. For
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T2 Rupture Propagation Paths with
Different Regional Stress Regimes
Stress Ratio = 1.5
Faults Ruptured:
Model Varieties
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Stress Ratio = 1.74

West Thrust Strike-Slip Fault East Thrust

Faults Ruptured:
Model Varieties
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NG
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East Thrust Strike-Slip Fault

West Thrust

Stress Ratio = 2.24

Stress Ratio = 1.96
Faults Ruptured:
Model Varieties
G
NG
G
45 Dip
NG
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NG

East Thrust Strike-Slip Fault

West Thrust

Faults Ruptured:
Model Varieties
G
NG
G
45 Dip
NG
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NG

East Thrust Strike-Slip Fault

West Thrust

Figure 1.13. Summary Plot of T2 Regional Stress Results. The stress ratio spans the given ratio of the
oblique regional stress field at ~10 km depth in Hardebeck and Hauksson (2001). The end members of 1.5
and 2.24 indicate a more strike-slip dominated regime versus a more compressive regime, respectively. The
various regional stresses lead to more variability in the results. However, the result that nucleation on the
Strike-Slip Fault does not lead to multi-fault rupture is in line with the results of all the previous models in
this paper.

nucleation on either of the thrusts, multi-fault rupture becomes more favorable if the Aϕ
stress ratio is higher, corresponding to the case that the oblique stress field is dominated
more by compression than strike-slip. Thus the conditions that enhance thrust faulting
also enhance multi-segment rupture. The results of the intermediate stress fields with
ratios of 1.74 and 1.96 most closely resemble the results from the shallow depth models
in Figure 1.12.
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1.5. Discussion
The results of this study have key similarities to previous studies with complex
fault geometries that were not specific to the SGP. Similar to Harris and Day (1993), we
see that the distance between faults can affect rupture jumps. In the T1 models, while the
4 km distance between the Western Thrust and the Strike-Slip Fault is smaller than the
typical 5 km threshold for rupture jumps with step-overs (Harris and Day, 1993), the
large distance contributes to smaller dynamic shear stress values and inhibits rupture
jumps from the Western Thrust to the Strike-Slip Fault. In contrast, the smaller 2 km
distance between the Eastern Thrust and Strike-Slip Fault facilitates rupture jumps from
the Eastern Thrust to the Strike-Slip Fault, even though the Strike-Slip Fault does not
fully rupture. In both the T1 and T2 models, we see that although a 4 km gap on the
Strike-Slip Fault decreases the total slip in some models, rupture is still capable of
jumping this distance in the models. This suggests that nucleation location and
directivity may have a larger role on rupture propagation paths than solely the size of
gaps between faults. We see that the results are sensitive to the nucleation location and
that slip on the Strike-Slip Fault hinders rupture on the nearby thrusts, consistent with
Oglesby (2005). However, the similarity with the Oglesby (2005) models may partly be
due to a similarity in fault geometry. Although our models have an inverted T-shape in
map view (with a strike-slip fault between two thrusts faults) and Oglesby (2005) has a
zig-zag shape (with a dip-slip fault between two strike-slip faults), both studies have a 90º
along-strike angle between the strike-slip and thrust faults. Wider angles between faults
lessen the effects of stress shadowing, thereby making rupture more likely to propagate
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along both a branch and a main fault (Yamashita and Umeda, 1994; Oglesby and Duan,
2007). Although a 90º angle between the thrusts and the Strike-Slip Fault would be
considered wide and should therefore facilitate rupture along all the faults, similar to
Oglesby (2005) we only see this to be true if earthquakes nucleate on the thrusts.
However, if wide angles cause weaker dynamic stress interactions between branches
(Kame et al., 2003), perhaps this angle is too large when nucleation is on the Strike-Slip
Fault, allowing rupture to continue along the easiest (straightest) path, completely
bypassing the thrusts. Dipping faults add another level of complexity to the analysis of
branching fault systems because there are two sets of angles to consider. In our
geometry, there is an along-strike angle between the Strike-Slip Fault and the thrusts, as
well as a down-dip angle that could alter stress interactions between the thrusts and the
Strike-Slip Fault. The down-dip angle of the thrusts did not appear to affect the T1
models, but slight variations between results of the 35, 45, and 55-degree dipping thrusts
in the T2 models suggest that directivity may play a larger role than dip angle. The
longer along-strike fault lengths likely provided a larger area over which shear stresses
ahead of the rupture front could build up and cause propagation over multiple faults. As
fault geometries become more complex, it is difficult to tell which aspects of the
geometry have the most control over rupture propagation paths.
Although the models in this work use simplistic fault geometries, it may be
possible to extrapolate these results to the SGP region. From the simplified models we
see that a through-going rupture scenario in the SGP would be more probable if an
earthquake began in the southeastern SGP, along one of the thrust faults, instead of in the
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northwestern part of the region. Our models are finite in their spatial size, but this
scenario could hypothetically include ruptures that nucleate farther to the east of the SGP,
near Bombay Beach. In many of our models, this “rupture from the east” scenario results
in rupture propagating out of the SGP along the Strike-Slip Fault (the simplified San
Bernardino strand), matching TeraShake results that imply metropolitan areas in the Los
Angeles and San Gabriel basins would be greatly affected (Olsen et al., 2006; 2008).
Our robust result that nucleation on the Strike-Slip Fault did not lead to multifault rupture is also similar to the results from the TeraShake models, which indicate that
an earthquake nucleating in the north on the San Bernardino strand does not produce
through-going rupture (Olsen et al., 2006; 2008), even though models of this study use a
substantially different fault geometry than that used in the regional TeraShake model. In
this sense, the SGP may be a barrier for rupture if an earthquake initiates northwest of the
SGP on the San Bernardino strand. Carena et al. (2004) suggest that if the San Gorgonio
Pass Fault Zone is close to failure, theoretically an earthquake nucleating on the San
Bernardino strand could be able to rupture through the SGP. Although our models do not
show this, perhaps our initial stress conditions are too rudimentary. The earth is not
likely to have constant tractions, and the assumption of pure right-lateral strike-slip stress
on the San Bernardino strand and pure thrust stress on the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone
may be over-simplified. However, we obtain the same result with the regional stress
fields. Perhaps this is also an over-simplification because the number of faults and
proximity to other fault zones could have an effect on the stress interactions in this region
(Carena et al., 2004). It may be necessary to study a broader range of fault geometries
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that include more of the nearby mapped faults, in conjunction with more heterogeneous
initial stress fields that account for stress release and loading from paleoseismic events.

1.6. Conclusions
Although our fault geometry is more complex than geometries used in previous
numerical models of the SGP, it is still a simplification of the structures in the SGP.
With this simplified geometry, earthquakes that nucleate on the right-lateral strike-slip
San Bernardino strand of the SAF do not propagate to the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone
in any of our models. Nucleation on a thrust in the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone east of
the San Bernardino strand often leads to multi-fault rupture, including several throughgoing scenarios, and nucleation on a thrust in the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone west of
the San Bernardino strand occasionally leads to multi-fault rupture, including some
through-going scenarios. These results are similar to those of the TeraShake models
(Olsen et al., 2006; 2008) used to generate maximum magnitude estimates for hazard
preparedness in southern California (Jones et al., 2008). Earthquakes nucleating within
the SGP on the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone, thought to be one of the current active
structures in the region (Yule and Sieh, 2003; Ramzan, 2012; Scharer et al., 2013), may
be capable of a damaging earthquake that affects large parts of metropolitan and
suburban southern California. However, the simplifications in these models may be oversimplifications. The geometry of the potential intersection between the San Bernardino
strand and the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone has a significant effect on the rupture
propagation paths, which is greater than the effect of variations on the dip angle of the
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thrust faults. The effect of the potential intersection implies that models more faithfully
matching the mapped surface traces and incorporating the complexity of additional fault
interactions, including relative stress changes caused by paleoseismic and historic events,
may differ from the results of this study.
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1.8. Tables
Table 1.1. Unique Mesh Varieties
Mesh Type
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T1
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2
T2

Dip Angle of Thrusts

Intersection Type

35
35
45
45
55
55
35
35
45
45
55
55

Gap
No Gap
Gap
No Gap
Gap
No Gap
Gap
No Gap
Gap
No Gap
Gap
No Gap

Table 1.2. Constant Traction Models: Physical and Computational Parameters
P-wave Velocity

S-wave Velocity

Density

5477 m/s

3162 m/s

2700 kg/m3

Static Friction
0.84
Initial Shear Stress
10 MPa
Small Element Size
200 m

Dynamic Friction
0.42

Slip Weakening Distance
0.4 m

Initial Normal Stress

Nucleation Stress

16.65 MPa

15.4 MPa

Large Element Size

Nucleation Radius

600 m

5 km
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Table 1.3. Regional Stress Models: Physical and Computational Parameters
P-wave Velocity

S-wave Velocity

Density

5477 m/s

3162 m/s

2700 kg/m3

Static Friction

Dynamic Friction Slip

Weakening Distance

0.6
Small/Large Element Size

0.1

0.4 m

Nucleation Radius

Nucleation Stress

5 km

10% > Initial Stress

200/600 m
Stress Tensor Variation

σ00

σ01

σ02

σ10

Aϕ = 1.5
Aϕ = 1.74
Aϕ = 1.96
Aϕ = 2.24

53
53
70
69

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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σ11

σ12

31
29.5
35
32.5

-11
-9.5
-12
-10.5

σ20

σ21

σ22 (MPa)

0
0
0
0

-11
-9.5
-12
-10.5

31
29.5
35
32.5

Chapter 2
The effects of pre-stress assumptions on dynamic rupture with complex fault geometry in
the San Gorgonio Pass, CA region
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2.1. Abstract
We use 3D dynamic finite element models to investigate potential rupture paths of
earthquakes propagating along faults in the western San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) region.
The SGP is a structurally complex region along the San Andreas fault system (SAF) in
southern California. We focus on the San Bernardino strand of the SAF, the San
Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone, and a portion of the Garnet Hill strand of the SAF. The San
Bernardino and Garnet Hill strands are predominately right-lateral strike-slip faults.
Thrust faults dominate the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone, with small right-lateral tear
faults between the thrust faults. We use the finite element method code FaultMod
(Barall, 2009) to observe differences in rupture propagation along a meshed fault
geometry that reflects most of the surface trace complexity, and is consistent with longterm loading and observed surface deformation. We test three different types of prestress assumptions: 1) constant tractions, 2) regional stress regimes, and 3) long-term
(evolved) stress from quasi-static crustal deformation modeling. Models with constant
tractions assume pure right-lateral strike-slip motion on the San Bernardino and Garnet
Hill strands and oblique thrust/right-lateral strike-slip motion on the San Gorgonio Pass
Fault Zone. We find that the complexity of the fault geometry inhibits rupture
propagation for several nucleation location and stress field assumptions, which may have
implications for the reduced likelihood of through-going earthquakes scenarios along the
SAF in southern California.
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2.2. Introduction
The San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) is located between the San Bernardino and San
Jacinto mountains in southern California. In this region, the San Andreas Fault system
(SAF) does not appear to have obviously continuous faults based on mapped surface
traces (Figure 2.1). Faults appear discontinuous, and many of the relationships among
the various mapped traces are unclear (Allen, 1957; Matti et al., 1985; Matti and Morton,
1993; Yule and Sieh, 2003). This is an important region in southern California
seismology because of the uncertainty about its ability to produce large, through-going
earthquakes. The entirety of the southern SAF, especially through the SGP, has not

Figure 2.1. Location and Fault Map. All annotations are original to the figure, from Kendrick et al. (2015).
Original mapping from Matti et al., (1982) and Matti and Morton, (1993).
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ruptured in modern, seismically recordable history, but if it were to fail in a single,
through-going rupture, large parts of southern California could experience strong shaking
(Olsen et al., 2006; 2008).

2.1.1. Brief Geologic Considerations
The SGP has a complex history of right-lateral strike-slip faulting, fault strandswitching, and convergence. The Mill Creek strand of the SAF is the most prominent
through-going feature in the region, but it is deemed currently inactive (Matti et al., 1992;
Kendrick et al., 2015). Many researchers have hypothesized that following the shut-off
of the Mill Creek strand, the complexity of fault interactions in the SGP increased as less
mechanically optimal paths to transfer slip developed (Matti et al., 1992; Yule and Sieh
(2003); Yule (2009); Kendrick et al. (2015). However, the Mill Creek strand is often still
incorporated into regional fault geometries such as the Southern California Earthquake
Center (SCEC) Community Fault Model (Plesch et al., 2007). Modelers tend to favor
simple structures in studies of hypothetical earthquake scenarios, and consequently
several studies use simplified geometries that actually represent older, inactive structures
in the SGP (Meade and Hager, 2005; Smith and Sandwell, 2006; Olsen et al., 2006;
Olsen et al., 2008). Dair and Cooke (2009) tested various fault geometries through the
SGP with static deformation models to see which geometries matched well with slip rate
and uplift studies. Using the Mill Creek strand did not produce a good match with the
slip rate and uplift data (Cooke and Dair, 2011). Geologic mapping and paleoseismic
studies indicate that thrust faults south of the San Bernardino Mountains (Figure 2.1) are
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likely some of the currently active structures (Allen, 1957; Matti et al., 1985; Yule and
Sieh, 2003; Kendrick et al., 2011; Ramzan, 2012, Scharer et al., 2013). Threedimensional crustal deformation models that incorporate some finer-scale geometric
complexities of active faults in the SGP (Cooke and Dair, 2011; Herbert and Cooke,
2012) match slip rates and uplift patterns fairly well. Consequently, we incorporate the
San Bernardino strand of the SAF, the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone and a portion of the
Garnet Hill strand of the SAF into our semi-regional fault geometry. Because the full
fault names are bulky, we drop “of the SAF” for the San Bernardino strand and Garnet
Hill strand in the remainder of this paper.

2.2.2. Advancement of Complexity in Rupture Models
Rupture models are rapidly incorporating increasing levels of complexity. Early,
models that captured the physics of the earthquake problem were geologically unrealistic.
Before realistic fault geometries, stress regimes, and heterogeneities in 3D earth materials
could be adequately addressed, dynamic models first had to be able to represent stress
heterogeneity (Day, 1982), frictional properties (Dieterich, 1978; 1979; Ruina, 1983;
Ohnaka and Kuwahara, 1990; Ohnaka, 1996), wave interactions (Madariaga et al.,
1998), and healing or rupture termination (Day, 1982; Heaton, 1990; Madariaga et al.,
1998). Many models used a two-dimensional fault geometry, a 2D pre-stress field, or a
combination of both (e.g. Bhat et al., 2004; Fliss et al., 2005). Early studies that included
analysis in three-dimensions typically used a planar, horizontal fault in a fully elastic,
homogeneous medium in order to test the physics and work within the limitations of their
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models (e.g. Madariaga et al., 1998). Models using planar faults are simpler to work
with mathematically, but for geologists wishing to use such models to test hypotheses
about fault interactions or simulate potential earthquake rupture paths, models with
complex faults that more accurately represent existing fault systems are necessary.
More complex models include fault branches and test the effects of assigning
more complex stress fields versus homogeneous stress. The initial stress conditions that
are input into dynamic models are referred to as the pre-stress model or pre-stress field.
Although Aochi et al. (2000) introduced 3D fault geometries into branched fault
modeling, the pre-stress field was essentially a 2D model extruded into 3D. This kind of
pre-stress is non-oblique, and probably unrealistic for large-scale active fault systems that
experience changes in stress after each earthquake on various fault strands. In an oblique
stress field, shear stress will be resolved differently on faults with different orientations,
leading to certain rupture propagation paths being more favorable than others. Oglesby et
al. (2003a) showed that despite using an originally homogeneous stress field, the model
of the 1999 Hector Mine earthquake on a branched fault system produced a final
heterogeneous stress field.
Although simplifications are often necessary when modeling earthquakes, oversimplifications can miss important aspects of complex fault systems and provide
inaccurate estimates of ground motion or propagation paths. Studies that use more
realistically complex geometries and stresses have shown the following effects. The
distance between faults affects how quickly a rupture can propagate from one fault to
another, and distances greater than 5 km are not easily jumped (Harris and Day, 1993).
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The branching angle between faults in a branched fault system can promote propagation
onto patches of adjoining faults that become critically stressed, while creating stress
shadows along different patches (Kame et al., 2003; Duan and Oglesby, 2007). Stress
interactions between faults during rupture can either facilitate or terminate further rupture
and are highly dependent on fault geometry and pre-stress conditions (Oglesby et al.,
2003a; 2003b). Likewise, modeling intersecting faults with differing mechanisms (i.e.
strike-slip and thrust) produces propagation paths that are a complex result of the prestress field, the dynamic stress field, and the initial earthquake nucleation location
(Oglesby, 2005; Chapter 1 of this dissertation). Small faults located between larger
faults can sometimes hinder or facilitate rupture propagation due to differences in
dynamic stress interactions that are sensitive to the length, depth, and orientation of the
smaller fault (Lozos et al., 2012). The addition of topography to models with complex
fault geometries results in zones with either an increase or decrease in total displacement
along the fault when compared to a comparable model without topography
(Kyriakopoulos et al., 2015). Using evolved stresses from the earthquake simulator
RSQSim as the inputs for dynamic rupture models, Gilchrist (2015) finds that the ground
motions calculated are significantly lower than those calculated in models with more
typical homogeneous initial stress states. Given the complex interactions between
stresses and fault geometry, it is valuable to apply a variety of stress assumptions to a
more realistically complex fault geometry through the SGP to better characterize the
plausible rupture scenarios in this region.
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2.3. Methods
We use the 3D dynamic rupture finite element method code FaultMod (Barall,
2009). FaultMod takes the following as basic inputs: 3D mesh (i.e., discretized fault and
material structure), friction law, stresses, nucleation location (hypocenter), material
properties, model duration, and time stepping. Using these inputs, FaultMod solves for
displacement at the nodes of the elements, stresses in the elements, and tractions at the
fault element faces. In general, the calculations rely on Newton’s second law of motion
and Hooke’s law, which provides the relationship between strain and stress (Taylor,
2005; Mac Donald, 2007; Zhang et al., 2009). The outputs are absolute normal and shear
stresses, slip, slip rate, and acceleration. The code has been validated through the
Southern California Earthquake Center Code Validation Project (Harris et al., 2009).
Dynamic rupture models fully consider the time-varying interaction between
motion, forces, and material properties. Dynamic modeling is the approach best-suited to
answer the questions of whether it is possible for rupture to propagate through the SGP
because results are integrated over time, with the result from one time step affecting the
result in the next time step. This allows us to explore the effects of fault geometry and
various stress fields on slip distribution and propagation paths over time (Aochi et al.,
2000; Aagaard et al., 2004; Oglesby et al., 2003a; 2003b; Oglesby, 2005; Duan and
Oglesby, 2007; Templeton, 2009; Lozos et al., 2011; Lozos et al., 2012).
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2.3.1. Mesh Generation
Working with collaborators at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, we
obtain the fault geometry used in Herbert and Cooke (2012), Herbert et al. (2014), and
Fattaruso et al. (2014) to successfully match geologic slip rates and patterns of GPS
velocities and uplift. This fault geometry is based on the Southern California Earthquake
Center Community Fault model version 4 (Plesch, 2007) with small refinements
introduced by Herbert and Cooke (2012), Herbert et al. (2014), and Fattaruso et al.
(2014). We convert and slightly smooth the mesh from Herbert and Cooke (2012) and
create the model geometry in the csimsoft software toolkit Trelis, which is based on the
CUBIT software from Sandia National Laboratories. We mesh the fault surfaces with
300 m triangular elements and the volumes with tetrahedra. Bias is implemented so that
elements far from the faults are three times larger than elements around the faults in order
to keep the total number of elements small enough to be compatible with FaultMod’s
current capabilities. The mesh fault geometry is shown in Figure 2.2. While the mesh

SB

WSG

ESG

GH
25 km

Figure 2.2. Mesh Specifications. The faults are oriented northwest to southeast. The surface trace length of
the SB, ESG, and GH combined is 123.3 km and the length of the WSG is 17.1 km. The rupturable depth
of the mesh is set to 25 km, as marked on the mesh.
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extends down to 35 km, we only allow the upper 20 km to be rupturable. We handle the
junction line of the San Bernardino strand and the portions of the San Gorgonio Pass
Fault Zone by removing a single line of nodes along that intersection. For simplicity,
when referring to the models, we break the fault geometry down into four sections: the
San Bernardino strand (SB), the western portion of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone
(WSG), the eastern portion of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone (ESG), and the Garnet
Hill strand (GH). Breaking the fault geometry into these sections has no geologic
significance; it is simply for referential ease when describing setup or results of the
models.

2.3.2. Parametric and Stress Field Assumptions
The two main variations we are investigating in these models are the effects of the
different stress field assumptions and different nucleation locations. For all models we
use the slip weakening friction law (Ida, 1972) to isolate the effects of the stress
assumptions without adding frictional complexity. The results of the models are divided
into three main categories based on their initial stress inputs: Constant Tractions,
Regional Stress, and Evolved Stress. In the Constant Tractions models, the SB and GH
are loaded in a purely strike-slip manner and the WSG and ESG fault portions, which are
located between the SB and GH strands are oblique, partitioned equally between rightlateral strike-slip and thrust behavior. There is precedence for abrupt changes in the
orientation of the pre-stress field (Duan, 2010) and we employ the simplest assumptions
with the Constant Tractions models for comparison with the more complex pre-stress
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assumptions. The tractions are considered constant because the initial shear along-strike
traction value is the same for every element along the SB and GH, as is the initial normal
traction value. Likewise, the WSG and ESG have the same initial shear along-strike and
along-dip traction values. With constant frictional parameters, we back-calculate the
magnitude of the initial constant shear and normal tractions assuming a 3 MPa stress
drop. Physical and computational parameters for the Constant Tractions models are
listed in more detail in Table 2.1.
We use the orientation of the tectonic stress regime and the relative magnitude of
the three principal stress axes (Aϕ) of the SGP from Hardebeck and Hauksson (2001) as
the inputs for the Regional Stress models. We use the Aϕ parameter as defined in
Simpson (1997) to calculate ratios of initial stress end members for the range of Aϕ = 1.5
– 2.3, as determined for depths of 10 km within the SGP (Hardebeck and Hauksson,
2001). The lower end member of 1.5 represents a stronger strike-slip component because
Aϕ ≈ 1 indicates pure strike-slip. The upper member is 2.24, which has a higher
compressive component because Aϕ ≈ 3 indicates pure compression. We resolve two
regional stress tensors for the end members onto the fault planes in FaultMod. Physical
and computational parameters for the Regional Stress models are listed in Table 2.2. The
difference in the frictional parameters between the Constant Tractions and Regional
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Stress models is due to the need to maintain strength ratios (or S values) that can facilitate
rupture with the specified Constant Tractions. Das and Aki (1977) define the
dimensionless quantity S as,
! !!

𝑆   =    !!!! !
!

!

(2.1)

where 𝜏! is the yield stress, 𝜏! is the initial shear stress, and 𝜏! is the final stress. High S
values indicate that a fault is far from failure and low values indicate a fault is favorable
for rupture.
The models with Evolved Stresses use the stress outputs of quasi-static crustal
deformation modeling from Stern and Cooke (2014) and Stern (2016), based on the
method used in Herbert and Cooke (2012). In quasi-static crustal deformation modeling,
long-term stressing rates are evaluated from plate boundary velocities applied to the
model in a two-step approach (e.g. Marshall et al., 2009). The first step finds the
distribution of long-term steady-state fault slip compatible with applied plate velocities.
The second model applies the steady-state fault slip below the locking depth to simulate
interseismic loading. Likely shear traction distributions on the various faults are
determined from the interseismic stressing rates using recurrence intervals and the time
since the last earthquakes, as established in the literature. This method creates a set of
pre-stress conditions that should be a more realistic estimation of the pre-stress conditions
along the faults in the SGP region than either constant tractions or a regional stress field
(Figure 2.3). Stern (2016) demonstrates that the shear traction results implementing
recurrence intervals, fault interactions, and time since the last event differ from regional
stresses resolved onto the same fault geometry. Stern and Cooke (2014) show that
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absolute shear traction should be increased in the fault bends of the SGP, relative to the
strands of the SAF outside the SGP. In addition to the stress interactions of active faults
within the SGP, Stern (2016) includes the effect of the 1992 Landers earthquake, which
reduces shear traction along the Garnet Hill strand and increases shear traction along the
San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone. Due to the size difference between the elements used by
our collaborators and our much smaller 300 m element sizes for the dynamic rupture
models, we interpolate our stress values twice using a nearest neighbor approximation.
The first interpolation is to eliminate NaN values in the shear tractions provided by Stern
(2016), and the second round interpolates the values to our mesh designed in Trelis.
While we use the shear stress output from Stern (2016) and Stern and Cooke
(2014), we do not use the normal stress output because it is established as a stressing rate.
Obtaining the normal traction values from stressing rate would require assuming an
arbitrary time increment and there are concerns about artificially high normal tractions
due to how the deformation models are loaded (Cooke, pers. comm., 2016). Instead, we
assume a constant S value, or fault strength, along the entire fault geometry. The initial
shear stress in Equation 2.1 is calculated from the values provided by Stern (2016). From
the following relationships substituted into Equation 2.1, we can back-calculate  𝜎! , the
normal stress:
𝜏! =    𝜇! 𝜎!

(2.2)

𝜏! =    𝜇! 𝜎! .

(2.3)

The values for the static 𝜇! and dynamic 𝜇! frictional parameters can be found in Table
2.3. The result is a distribution of normal stress that varies across the fault geometry.
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Although S is held constant to obtain the initial normal traction distribution, the dynamic
stress interactions during the rupture simulation enable fault strength to vary over the
rupture duration.

2.4. Results
In general, we find that the complex fault geometry makes the models more
sensitive to the input parameters than the more simplified models in Chapter 1. Similar
to Gilchrist (2015), our models have difficulty producing large ruptures, and in some
cases are unable to rupture beyond the initial nucleation patch. The models show
significant differences between constant tractions and regional stress loading, most likely
due to compatibility issues with the orientation of the pre-stress field with the complex
fault geometry. The Evolved Stresses models are strongly controlled by the initial stress
conditions, exhibited in the extreme variability in results from different nucleation
locations.

2.4.1. Constant Tractions Models
We further subdivide the Constant Tractions models into two groups: one that
employs a linear gradient of normal stress down to 3 km, to simulate the decrease in
absolute stress with lower lithostatic load near the surface, and one without a gradient in
the normal stress. We find no significant difference in the results between these two
groups. We test four nucleation locations with these models, and each produce
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A

B

Shear Stress from Deformation Models

Shear Stress from Deformation Models Interpolated
onto 300 m Element Mesh

Pa

Pa

Figure 2.3. Plot of Initial Shear Tractions. (A) Net shear tractions from the deformation models, down to 35
km. This plot shows the coarseness of the initial shear traction distribution. (B) Interpolated shear traction
down to the rupturable depth of 20 km. Darker blue colors indicate lower stress and red colors indicate
relatively higher stress.
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A

C

Nucleation on SB

Nucleation on WSG

B

Nucleation on ESG

D

Nucleation on GH

Figure 2.4. Summary Plot of Constant Tractions Models. These show the total slip plots at the end of the
simulation for four different nucleation locations. (A) Nucleation on SB. (B) Nucleation on ESG. (C)
Nucleation on WSG. (D) Nucleation on GH. Total slip magnitude is given in meters. These models do not
result in any through-going rupture scenarios.

significantly different rupture patterns (Figure 2.5). Nucleation on the SB results in an
earthquake that only ruptures the SB strand (Figure 2.5a). With nucleation on the ESG,
rupture dies out quickly, after rupturing small amounts of the SB and GH (Figure 2.5b),
which are more clearly visible when the color scale is over-saturated because the value is
roughly 0.6 m of slip. The entirety of the ESG does not slip. Nucleation on the WSG
leads to rupture propagation across to the ESG (Figure 2.5c), which is unsurprising
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because although these two portions are separated by a line of nodes removed along the
intersection with the SB, these two portions have the same initial stress field orientation.
With nucleation on the GH, rupture terminates on that fault and does not propagate
through to the oblique ESG portion.

2.4.2. Regional Stress Models
We test two end members of the relative magnitude of the three principal stress
axes, Aϕ = 1.5 and Aϕ = 2.24, with the same nucleation locations employed in the
Constant Tractions models. Unlike in the Constant Tractions models, we do not delete
from the fault system the line of nodes separating the ESG and the GH for these and the
Evolved Stresses models. We keep the nodes in these models because there is not an
abrupt change in the stress field at this location, unlike in the Constant Tractions models.
For the both the Regional and Evolved Stresses, we only test three nucleation locations—
on the SB, WSG, and GH, because the ESG and GH are connected as part of the same
fault mesh in these models.
The Aϕ = 1.5 resolved regional stress field is more favorable for rupture than the
Constant Tractions stress field. In the Aϕ = 1.5 set of models, nucleation on the GH leads
to a through-going rupture scenario (Figure 2.6). By 12 seconds, the rupture has crossed
over to both the WSG and the SB (Figure 2.6b). At 25.5 seconds there is a semi-circular
patch of the SB that experiences stress shadowing due to rupture on the WSG (Figure
2.6c). Slip on the WSG dynamically decreases the shear stress on the nearly parallel SB,
creating this stress shadow. The rupture continues until nearly the entire SB slips,
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leaving only a fraction of the previous area within the stress shadow un-ruptured (Figure
2.6d). The magnitude of the total slip is smallest along the SB within the stress shadow
created by the WSG. All of the results for the Regional Stress models are summarized in
Figure 2.7. The entire fault system ruptures when earthquakes are initiated on either the
GH or the SB. With nucleation on the WSG, rupture dies out after the nucleation phase,
indicating that this particular stress field does not facilitate rupture on the WSG. Results
from the Aϕ = 2.24 stress field closely resemble those of the Aϕ = 1.5 stress field (Figure
2.7). The most notable difference between the Aϕ = 1.5 and Aϕ = 2.24 models is that in
the latter, the stress shadowing effect between the SB and WSG portions of the fault
system is slightly more pronounced, with a smaller total slip magnitude along the SB in
response to slip on the WSG. This difference makes intuitive sense because in a more
compressive stress regime, slip along the predominately strike-slip SB is less favorable
and the oblique dynamic stresses along the WSG help to further decrease shear stress on
portions of the SB.

2.4.3. Evolved Stresses Models
This set of models did not have straightforward results (Figure 2.8). Ruptures set
to nucleate on the SB and WSG faults did not propagate outside of the initial nucleation
zone, and the rupture that nucleated on the GH only propagated through part of the ESG.
We attempted lowering the S value from 1.0 to 0.5, thereby lowering the variable normal
traction, but the results did not qualitatively change. Given the relatively small shear
stress magnitudes and variable distribution of the stresses, we used the critical patch
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Figure 2.5. Example of Through-Going Rupture. These plots show the total slip at specific times during
the simulation that employs a regional stress field with Aϕ = 1.5 and nucleation on the GH. Total slip
magnitude is given in meters. Stress shadowing caused by slip on the WSG limits slip on the SB.

Propagation Paths with
Different Regional Stress Regimes
Faults Ruptured:
Stress Ratio

WSG/ESG

SB

GH

1.5

2.24

Figure 2.6. Summary of Regional Stress Model Results. Red bars indicate that a particular fault ruptured
fully; orange bars indicate that only part of the fault slipped. Stars denote the fault on which rupture
nucleated. For both stress ratios of Aϕ = 1.5 and Aϕ = 2.24, models that nucleated on the WSG failed to
propagate out of the initial nucleation zone, while those that nucleated on the SB and GH resulted in multi
fault rupture.
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radius equation from Day (1982) to estimate that a physically unreasonably large
nucleation radius on the order 30 km would be needed to allow rupture to proceed
spontaneously beyond the nucleation zone on the SB. Alternatively, we estimate, that
reducing the slip weakening distance, d0, by a factor of seven, would promote
spontaneous rupture. Using both S = 0.5 to generate the variable normal traction values
and the smaller d0 = 0.086 m, nucleating on the SB led to a multi-fault rupture of the
entire system, while nucleating on the GH yielded results similar to the models that used
S = 1.0 or S = 0.5 and a d0 value of 0.6 (Figure 2.8). Thus we find that increasing or
decreasing the (relatively unconstrained) slip weakening distance while using a highly
heterogeneous stress field can have a very strong influence on the results.

Propagation Paths for Evolved Stresses
Models Under Multiple Assumptions
Faults Ruptured:

SB

WSG/ESG

GH

S = 1.0

S = 0.5

S = 0.5
AND
do = 0.086

Figure 2.7. Summary of Evolved Stress Model Results. Red bars indicate that a particular fault ruptured
fully; orange bars indicate that only part of the fault slipped. Stars denote the fault on which rupture
nucleated. S values refer to the strength ratio used to generate the normal stresses (see Methods) and d0
refers to the slip-weakening distance (m).
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2.5. Discussion
In the case of the Constant Tractions models, the most likely cause for rupture
terminating abruptly is the orientation of the initial stress field. The abrupt rotation of the
stress field from pure right-lateral strike-slip to oblique right-lateral and thrust likely
causes rupture to stop at these segment boundaries because the pre-stress orientation is
unfavorable with the complex fault geometry (Duan, 2010). In this case, the pre-stress
orientation swamps the effect of the dynamic stresses, which would otherwise facilitate
earthquake rupture propagation. However, if there is an actual abrupt change in the
orientation of the stress field within the SGP, this supports suggestions that the SGP is a
barrier for rupture and that through-going earthquakes are rare (Carena et al., 2004;
Langenheim et al., 2005). The effect of the shear stress orientation is so dominant that
including, or not including, a linear gradient with the normal stresses appears to have
almost no effect on the results.
The Aϕ = 1.5 Regional Stress models suggest that directivity may play a key role
in the ability of through-going rupture scenarios in the SGP. Nucleating along the Garnet
Hill and San Bernardino strands causes multi-fault rupture. However, nucleating from
within the SGP does not lead to a multi-fault rupture scenario. This suggests that it is the
dynamic stress changes from the initial stages of the earthquake, causing a build up of
shear stress ahead of a rupture front coming from either the northwest or southeast, that
allows the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone to rupture. This directivity effect has been
noted before in models of the North Anatolian Fault (Oglesby and Mai, 2012). The
through-going scenario that starts in the southeastern part of the SGP falls in line with the
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hypothesis that a hypothetically large event rupturing through the SGP could start in
Bombay Beach down by the Salton Sea (Olsen et al., 2006).
The results of the Evolved Stresses models with both the original d0 and the
scaled d0 values suggest that some of the faults simply are not primed for failure. The
pre-stress assumptions for these models take into consideration the time since a last event
on these faults. For each of the different S value and d0 assumptions, models that
nucleate on the Garnet Hill strand rupture the Garnet Hill strand entirely and propagate
partially along the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone. This suggests that the Garnet Hill
strand is primed for failure, based on the loading caused by previous events. Conversely,
none of the Evolved Stresses models that nucleate on the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone
spontaneously rupture beyond the initial nucleation patch size. This suggests the San
Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone is not primed for failure. Nucleation on the San Bernardino
strand also caused rupture to die out in the initial nucleation patch with d0 = 0.6.
However, when we tuned the d0 value to allow rupture on the San Bernardino strand,
rupture propagated across to the base of our artificially named WSG portion of the San
Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone. It continued to propagate up-dip and southeastward, allowing
shear stress to build up on the ESG portion as both the San Bernardino strand and the
WSG portion slipped. Eventually the entirety of the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone and
the Garnet Hill strand ruptured as well in an example of through-going rupture.
Paleoseismicity indicates that it has been roughly 400 years since the San Bernardino
strand failed in a large earthquake (McGill et al., 2002), which is relatively recent and
may explain why it is not primed for failure with our evolved stress assumptions. Further
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investigation may be needed to see whether it is possible to fine-tune d0 in a way that
could produce a through-going rupture scenario with nucleation on the San Gorgonio
Pass Fault Zone.
The results from the Evolved Stresses models also suggest that slip-weakening
friction with a constant d0 parameter may not be a compatible assumption with very
heterogeneous initial stresses and geometry. There is large uncertainty about the d0
parameter and its physical interpretation that makes it difficult to assess a reasonable
numerical value for the parameter (Day, 1982). Given the sensitivities of this parameter
with the evolved stress results, it may be necessary to explore the compatibility of timeweakening friction (Andrews, 1985) with highly variable initial stresses.

2.6. Conclusions
The results are not robust with respect to the input parameters, which implies that
the pre-stress assumptions have a strong influence on the results of models with complex
geometries. Models that nucleate on the San Bernardino strand and Garnet Hill strands
are most sensitive to the pre-stress conditions. Nucleation on the San Bernardino strand
results in single-fault rupture in the Constant Tractions models, through-going rupture in
both sets of Regional Stress models, and through-going rupture in the Evolved Stresses
models, only after parameters were fine-tuned to allow failure on the San Bernardino
strand. Models that nucleate on the Garnet Hill strand result in single-fault rupture in the
Constant Tractions models, through-going rupture in both sets of Regional Stress models,
and multi-fault (but not through-going) rupture in all of the Evolved Stresses models.
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Models that nucleate on the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone have the most robust result,
which demonstrates that it is difficult for rupture to propagate outward towards either the
San Bernardino strand or the Garnet Hill strand of the SAF.
Considering this summary of the results, we conclude that while not impossible,
through-going rupture in the SGP is likely limited to specific stress conditions and
dependent on nucleation location. It is likely not a common occurrence because
differences in the pre-stress conditions can completely shut off rupture that occurred
under a different set of assumptions. Results from the Evolved Stresses models support
the conclusions of Carena et al. (2004) that the SGP region can act as a barrier for
through-going rupture, while the Regional Stress models show it can occasionally
facilitate through-going rupture from earthquakes initiating from either the northwest or
southeast (e.g. Carena et al., 2004); Olsen et al., 2006). The difficulty with rupture along
the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone may be an indication that this particular interpretation
of SGP fault geometry strongly influences rupture at the possible intersection of the San
Bernardino strand and the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone, regardless of the pre-stress
conditions. We would need to conduct further investigations with alternate fault
geometries to understand how strongly this fault geometry interpretation influences the
results. Further investigation on pre-stress assumptions in dynamic rupture models is
also necessary because it is clear that it has a significant effect on rupture propagation
paths and it must be well understood in order to provide the seismological community
with valuable results in geologically complex areas.
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2.8. Tables
Table 2.1. Constant Traction Models: Physical and Computational Parameters
P-wave Velocity

S-wave Velocity

Density

5477 m/s

3162 m/s

2700 kg/m3

Static Friction

Dynamic Friction

0.84
Initial Shear Stress

0.42

0.6 m

Initial Normal Stress

Nucleation Stress

16.65 MPa

10.9 MPa

Large Element Size

Nucleation Radius

10 MPa
Small Element Size

Slip Weakening Distance

300 m

900 m

5 km

Table 2.2. Regional Stress Models: Physical and Computational Parameters
P-wave Velocity

S-wave Velocity

Density

5477 m/s

3162 m/s

2700 kg/m3

Static Friction

Dynamic Friction Slip

Weakening Distance

0.1

0.6 or 0.086 m

Nucleation Radius

Nucleation Stress

5 km

10% > Initial Stress

0.6
Small/Large Element Size
300/900 m
Stress Tensor Variation

σ00

σ01

σ02

σ10

Aϕ = 1.5
Aϕ = 2.24

53
69

0
0

0
0

0
0
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σ11

σ12

41.3
42.4

-3.76
-3.59

σ20

σ21

0
0

-3.76
-3.59

σ22 (MPa)
20.7
22.6

Table 2.3. Evolved Stress Models: Physical and Computational Parameters
P-wave Velocity

S-wave Velocity

Density

5477 m/s

3162 m/s

2700 kg/m3

Static Friction
0.6
Initial Shear Stress
Variable (~1-6 MPa)
Small Element Size
300 m

Dynamic Friction
0.1

Slip Weakening Distance
0.6 or 0.086 m

Initial Normal Stress

Nucleation Stress

Variable (~1-14 MPa)

10% > Initial Stress

Large Element Size

Nucleation Radius

900 m

5 km
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Chapter 3
Remotely Triggered Earthquakes Along the San Jacinto Fault Zone, CA
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3.1. Abstract
Remote earthquake triggering across the globe is a well-documented phenomenon
(Hill et al., 1993). However, there is still much to understand about the controlling
physical processes and methods to adequately gauge earthquake triggering for a specific
region. We examine the likelihood of remote triggering along the San Jacinto Fault Zone
in southern California with the β-value statistic, changes in maximum magnitude, and
visual scans of the seismic data. Out of 549 remote events in a ten-year period, we find
that 14 remote events triggered the San Jacinto Fault Zone. We find that the β-value
statistic alone is not a strong enough indicator of triggering in the San Jacinto region, but
combining it with peak magnitude analysis can provide statistically significant results.
Despite using multiple methods to detect triggered events, the SJFZ still appears to be
infrequently triggered.

3.2. Introduction
Earthquakes can trigger other earthquakes on a variety of spatial and temporal
scales (e.g. Hill et al., 1993). Local aftershock sequences following a main shock are the
most familiar examples of triggering and are representative of rapid triggering in a
relatively small area. Large magnitude events can also trigger small earthquakes
hundreds to thousands of kilometers away from the initial main shock (Hill et al., 1993;
Hill and Prejean, 2007). Velasco et al. (2008) indicate that several Mw ≥ 7.0 earthquakes
between 1990 and 2008 triggered smaller earthquakes in multiple remote locations across
the globe and numerous studies show significant increases in seismicity ranging from
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minutes to days after a large event (e.g. Hill et al., 1993; Prejean et al., 2004; Brodsky,
2006; Meng and Peng, 2014). Triggered earthquakes are important because their
occurrence can provide information about the relative state of stress in a particular region.
Absolute stresses along fault zones are difficult to obtain. However, earthquakes occur
when faults are optimally oriented and critically stressed to a point where even a small
increase in shear stress causes failure. Thus, triggered events can indicate the occurrence
of a critically stressed state of faults in a particular region.
We systematically look for evidence of remote triggering of small local
earthquakes along the San Jacinto Fault Zone (SJFZ) in southern California.
Accommodating predominately right-lateral strike-slip motion, the SJFZ is the most
seismically active fault zone along the Pacific and North American plate boundary
(Sharp, 1967). Although the SJFZ is a very active zone, few studies have found instances
of regional or remote triggering in this area. Qualitatively, the Mw 6.7 1994 Northridge,
CA earthquake appeared to trigger local events in the Anza region of the SJFZ, but
statistical tests revealed that the seismicity following the main shock did not deviate from
the overall trend in the long term (Kane et al., 2007). More recently, there was a
statistically significant increase in seismicity along the SJFZ for two to three days
following the 2010 Mw 7.2 El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake and roughly 70 days of an
elevated seismicity rate when compared with the pre-main shock rate (Meng and Peng,
2014). Dynamic stress changes are likely responsible for the initial increase in
seismicity, while changes in static stress explain the longer term elevated seismicity rate
in this case (Meng and Peng, 2014). In an attempt to find a dynamic triggering threshold
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with data from the ANZA seismic network along the SJFZ, Kane et al. (2007) determined
that out of 60 mb ≥ 7.0 remote events spanning 1993 to 2004, the 2001 Mw 7.3 Mariana
Islands earthquake was the only remote main shock likely to have triggered events in the
SJFZ. However, their attempts to find a triggering threshold with spectral amplitudes,
frequencies, and maximum ground velocities led to mixed results even with local and
regional events. It appears that, while possible, it is difficult and rare to detect remote
triggering along the SJFZ with statistical tests that evaluate changes in the number of
local events. Similarly, amplitude, frequency, and ground velocities may not be adequate
indicators of the triggering capabilities of a remote event in this area.

3.3. Data and Methods
We investigate the possibility of remote triggering along the SJFZ in a 10-year
timespan with two levels of tests. The first category consists of statistical tests that
determine whether the number of local events following a remote event is significantly
larger than prior to the remote event. The second category quantitatively examines peak
magnitude of local events occurring before and after a remote event. In addition, we
supplement these tests with visual scans of seismic data from stations located along the
SJFZ to determine whether local events occur during the onset or passage of various
phases from the remote events. This is helpful because tiny local events, especially
during the passage of teleseismic waves, often remain undetected by the network. We use
data from the Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS) Composite Catalog for the
quantitative tests. From the ANSS catalog, we compile a remote event catalog that
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consists of 549 Mw ≥ 6.5 worldwide events from January 1, 2005 to September 30, 2015.
For the purposes of this paper, we do not treat regional events differently from
teleseismic events, referring to both groups as remote events. We do so because there
were no Mw ≥ 6.5 earthquakes in southern California during the selected timeframe and
the apparent lack of a threshold for triggering along the SJFZ (Kane et al., 2007) gives
us little reason to distinguish main shocks in Baja California and the Gulf of California
from main shocks that occurred farther away. We compile the local events catalog from
the ANSS using the region outlined in the polygon in Figure 3.1. The Anza gap and a
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Figure 3.1. Location Map. The purple polygon outlines the study area, which is the same as the region used
to gather local events from the ANSS catalog. The red triangles show the stations selected from the ANZA
and PBO networks. The seismograms used in the visual scans come from these stations. Station KNW of
the ANZA network is co-located with the borehole station B081 from the PBO network.

region between Cajon Pass and Riverside are known gaps in seismic activity along the
SJFZ (Thatcher, 1975). Following the El Mayor Cucapah event, the majority of detected
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events were located in the central and southern portions of the SJFZ (Meng and Peng,
2014). For these reasons, we focus on events that occurred within a narrow polygon
around the central and southern portions of the fault (Figure 3.1). Consistency checks for
magnitude calculations with the local events catalog reveal that ≥ 98.7% of the events in
that catalog are ML; the remaining events are Mh (1.29%) and Mw (0.01%). The majority
of the local events are < ML 2.0 (97.7%) and only 6 events are ML ≥ 4.0. We test various
time windows for calculations to ensure that the higher magnitude local events do not
affect the statistics with their own aftershock sequences. Histograms for all time
windows are visually inspected for local events that have aftershock sequences. These
events are flagged, and if they fall within the time window of a statistical calculation for a
remote event, the results for that event are marked as inconclusive. We discuss more
details about the time window selection process below. In general, high magnitude local
events very rarely occurred within the time windows of remote events.

3.3.1 Statistical Tests
The primary statistical test we apply is the beta (β) value test (Matthews and
Reasenberg, 1988; Kilb et al., 2002; Meng and Peng, 2014). The β-value is a measure of
how the seismicity over a specific time period deviates from the background rate of
seismicity. Equation 3.1 describes the β-value as
𝛽 =   

!! !!(!! )
Var(!! )

,

(3.1)

where na is the number of events after a remote event, E(na) is the expected number of
events equivalent to the background rate, and Var(na) is the variance of na. β-values
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higher or lower than ±2 indicate statistically significant deviations from the expected
seismicity. We only consider the one-tailed statistical test of β-values ≥ 2 because we are
interested in an increase in seismic activity as opposed to quiescence following a remote
event. The β-value test assumes that it is possible to determine a background rate of
seismicity accurately describing the mean number of earthquakes per day in the region.
Due to the inherent variability in the processes that cause the number of earthquakes
occurring each day to fluctuate, we choose to calculate multiple β-values for each event
with background rates from a variety of time intervals. To obtain E(na), we take the
mean of the seismicity over 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 4, 3, and 2-day time intervals preceding
each remote event to ensure a robust result. We take a 1-day time interval for the value
of na and a 30-day interval for E(na) in the final results. The local events catalog spans
December 1, 2004 to October 31, 2015 to facilitate the background rate calculation.
To test the statistical significance of our results, we generate a catalog of 2000
random times spanning the same time period as the local events catalog. The Random
Times Catalog allows us to test whether the occurrence of β-values ≥ 2 and increases in
maximum magnitude following remote events are by random chance due to the regular
fluctuation of the background rate. The random times are generated with a uniform
distribution and then filtered to remove 48 hours before and after Mw ≥ 6.5 remote events
and Mw ≥ 2.2 local events. It eliminates randomly generated times that occur within a
potential triggering window and are therefore, not representative of the background rate
fluctuation. This results in a catalog of 945 random times.
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The ANSS catalog completeness level may have an affect on our results. During
this study, we noticed two updates to the catalog that did change the number of total
events in the selected polygonal region during the 10-year time span used in this
investigation. We also see small local events (S-P time less than 2 seconds) in the
borehole stations that are not listed in the ANSS catalog. The completeness of the
catalog could significantly affect the β-value calculation, but it is not likely that it affects
the magnitude analysis. Larger magnitude events are less likely to be absent from the
ANSS catalog.

3.4. Results
For each of the 549 remote events, when we use a background rate calculated
over 30 days and seismicity for 1 day following the event, we find that 25 of the remote
events have a β-value ≥ 2. These 25 events are considered triggering candidates (Table
3.1). Of these candidates, 22 events are included in a stacked histogram (Figure 3.2).
Outliers such as the El Mayor Cucapah earthquake, a known example of triggering along
the SJFZ (Meng and Peng, 2014), are not included. The Mw 7.5 Bay of Bengal event is
another outlier because of the sheer number of local events; it also falls within the time
period of long-term elevated seismicity identified by Meng and Peng (2014). The final
outlier is a March 10, 2013 Mw 6.5 Papua New Guinea event. In the 24-hour period
following that event, there was a local Mw 4.7 with an aftershock sequence. We could
not determine from the statistics alone whether the Papua New Guinea event triggered the
large local event and even after visually scanning the seismograms, we could not
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confidently correlate the two events, hence the outlier status. Even without considering
the outliers, Figure 3.2 shows that there is a statistically significantly larger number of
earthquakes in the 48 hours after the remote events compared to the background rate.
Stacked Number of Events Before and After Without Outliers
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Figure 3.2. Stacked Histogram. Blue bars are days preceding remote events and green bars are days
following remote events. Although there is a gap at zero, it just marks the remote events. Earthquakes are
binned in 1-day intervals, so -1 is the 24-hour period preceding remote events, +1 is the 24-hour period
following remote events, and so on. The solid red line is the mean and the dashed gray line is the standard
deviation from the background rate.

However, when we compare the percentage of remote events with a β-value ≥ 2 to the
percentage of times from the Random Times Catalog that also have a β-value ≥ 2, the
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results are not statistically significant (Figure 3.3a). Regardless of the number of days
used to calculate the background rate for the β-value calculation, the percentage of
remote events that have a high β-value fits within the uncertainty of random chance. In
other words, picking either a random time or a remote event from our catalogs will have
roughly the same likelihood of having a β-value ≥ 2.
Although we find that using the β-value statistic alone is not a strong indicator of
triggering along the SJFZ, it is valuable when combined with magnitude analysis. For all
times in both the real and random times catalogs, the likelihood of having the maximum
magnitude event during a 1-day period following a selected time is equivalent to the
50/50 probability of a coin flip if the local events are not affected by external stress (in
this case, dynamic stress from remote earthquakes). Out of the 25 triggering candidates,
80% have a higher peak (maximum) magnitude local event in the 24 hours following the
remote event compared to 24 hours preceding the remote event. Using larger time
windows to evaluate the maximum magnitude (e.g. 72 hours before and after), over 70%
of the events have a higher maximum magnitude following the remote event, before
stabilizing at about 60% with time windows greater than 5 days. Considering only the βvalues calculated with a background rate averaged over 30 days, we compare the total
number of remote events with both a β-value ≥ 2 and a peak magnitude following the
selected time to the same results for the total number of times in the Random Times
Catalog (Figure 3.3b). With the combined β-value and peak magnitude metrics, the real
remote events have a statistically higher percentage of events that pass both the β-value
and peak magnitude test compared to the Random Times Catalog. Even with larger time
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of β-value and Magnitude Statistics. (A) Percentage of events from the catalog of
real remote events (blue) and the Random Times Catalog (red) that have a β-value ≥ 2. Results obtained
with different time windows for the background rate estimation are plotted in the x-direction. (B)
Percentage of events for both catalogs that have both a β-value ≥ 2 and a higher magnitude local earthquake
that occurs after an event. Note that the x-axis marks the time window around an event for the peak
magnitude determination. Percentages are out of 549 and 945 events for the real remote events and the
Random Times Catalog, respectively.

windows for the peak magnitude determination, such as 15 or 25 days, the real remote
events have a significantly higher number of events that pass both metrics.
While the combined β-value and peak magnitude tests provide statistically
significant results, we visually verify that the results are consistent with each remote
event. In addition to the stacked histogram in Figure 3.2, we examine the seismograms
for supporting evidence of triggering. This additional corroboration is useful because the
signal of triggering in this area is subtle. Unlike the 2010 April 4 El Mayor Cucapah
event, many of the histograms for the other triggering candidates do not have triggered
sequences that look “obvious.” We use data from broadband sensors in the ANZA (AZ)
network and two borehole stations from the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) network
(Figure 3.1). We filter the data between 0.01 and 1 Hz to view the remote events and
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filter between 1 to 15 Hz, or 5 to 20 Hz to best view local events, depending on data
quality. Based on the size of the study area, we consider earthquakes with S-P times ≤
6.7 seconds to be local earthquakes. An Mw 6.7, 2007 August 2 earthquake along the
Aleutian Trench is an example of a triggering candidate that passes the peak magnitude
test in a 48-hour time window (Figure 3.4a) and although the histogram is not particularly
impressive (Figure 3.4b), small local earthquakes coincide with the passing body and
surface waves of the Aleutian Trench event (Figure 3.4c). Seismograms of a 2007
August 1 Mw 7.2 Vanuatu event reveal that there are several local events (S-P wave
arrival time is ~2 seconds) during the passage of the Rayleigh waves from the remote
event, detected at the hard rock site KNW station in the AZ network. Similarly, a smaller
Mw 6.5, 2006 May 22 event in Russia coincides with local earthquakes that occur during
the passage of the teleseismic body waves from the Russian event. In general, the
seismic data determined whether we rejected triggering candidates, designated them as
likely-triggering, or triggering events. We rejected the Papua New Guinea event on the
basis that there was a clear local main shock and aftershock sequence fairly soon after the
event.
For 11 of the events with a β-value ≥ 2 (and peak magnitude event following the
remote earthquake), the seismic data shows that local earthquakes occur during or very
soon after the passage of various phases from the remote events, regardless of what
pattern is visible in the histograms. Some events are too tiny to be detected by the
network, and therefore not recorded in the standard catalog. For 3 of the events, during
the passage of teleseismic waves, we see several events that have S-P times or 1-2 s
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Figure 3.4. Summary of Aleutian Trench Event. (A) Stem plots of local earthquake magnitudes. Blue stems
are for earthquakes preceding the remote event and green are for earthquakes following it. The red
rectangle highlights 48 hours before and after the remote event. (B) Histogram showing the number of local
earthquakes before and after the remote event. (C) Seismograms showing roughly 4 hours before and 7
hours after the remote event. The red line marks the arrival of the P wave at station KNW. Around the
arrival of the S wave there are two very small local events; several larger local events occur after the
surface waves start to pass through the area.
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larger than our 6.7s cut-off for local events, implying local triggering even if they did not
fit perfectly within our polygonal study area. The 3 events also have local peak
magnitude events following the remote earthquake for larger time windows (i.e. 20 - 30
days before and after). We consider the 14 events discussed above to be triggering
events, and the remaining 10 candidates are designated as likely-triggering events. In
short, a good portion of the triggered episodes detected in this study using solely the
catalog show compelling visual evidence of triggering.
We attempt to find a distinguishing similarity amongst the events that have βvalues ≥ 2, greater peak magnitudes following a remote event, and local earthquakes that
occur during the passage of waves from the remote events. We first look for a simple
relationship between magnitude of the remote earthquake and β-values ≥ 2. There is no
significant correlation between the two for the region we selected. We calculate the peak
amplitude with the surface wave and amplitude relationship from Lay and Wallace
(1995) as implemented by Van der Elst et al. (2010) with
log!" 𝐴!" =    𝑀!    − 1.66 log!" Δ    − 2.

(3.2)

We use the surface wave magnitude (Ms) from the GCMT catalog and the latitude and
longitude of AZ station KNW as the reference point for the calculation of Δ, which is in
distance degrees. El Mayor Cucapah is an outlier, far exceeding any of the other remote
events with the highest peak amplitude (Figure 3.5). The 2012 Baja California and the
2012 October 28, Mw 7.8 Queen Charlotte, Canada event are the only other events with
β-values ≥ 2 that have relatively high peak amplitudes. All three of these events did have
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larger magnitude local earthquakes following their occurrence, but aside from these three
events, there was no significant correlation of remote triggering and peak amplitude.
Although we calculate peak theoretical amplitudes for all 549 remote events, we
calculate dynamic stresses from the seismograms for the 25 triggering candidates using
the following approximation for the dynamic strain from Love (1927),
!

!

𝜀 ≈    ! ≈ ! ,
!

(3.3)

where A is displacement amplitude, which is roughly proportional to particle velocity (V)
and Λ is wavelength proportional to seismic wave velocity (Cs). We assume average
Rayleigh wave speeds of 3.2 km/s from Lay and Wallace (1995) for Cs. We use Hooke’s
Law for the dynamic stress relationship and assume 30 GPa for the shear modulus µ
(Stein and Wysession, 2003). Our values range from 0.1 – 13 kPa, with El Mayor
Cucapah as at outlier at 557 kPa. This large dynamic stress range is consistent with
Linville et al. (2014), in which the authors found main shocks with peak dynamic stresses
ranging from 0.001 – 34 kPa that triggered events in the southeastern United States.
Similar to Kane et al. (2007), we find no single, obvious, distinguishing threshold for
triggering along the SJFZ.

3.5. Discussion
Applying statistical tests involving combination of number of events and
magnitudes using a standard earthquake catalog, we are able to tease out the small but
statistically significant signal hidden in noisy data along the SJFZ. Each set of tests
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Figure 3.5. Peak Theoretical Amplitudes. Ms values are from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor catalog.
The outlier is the El Mayor Cucapah event. The second highest value is another regional event in Baja
California. Red x’s mark events that do not have a surface wave magnitude in the Global CMT catalog and
subsequently have no peak theoretical amplitude calculation.

reduces the number of likely candidates for remote triggering, leaving us, conservatively
with 14 events that triggered local earthquakes along the SFJZ (Table 3.2). Due to the
fact that all of the candidates for earthquake triggering are remote events at teleseismic
distance, dynamic stresses are most likely responsible for the triggering (Hill et al., 1993;
Kilb et al., 2000). Dynamic stresses are transient, oscillatory stresses transmitted via
seismic waves and previous studies of triggering along the SJFZ cite dynamic triggering
as the mechanism in this region (Kane et al., 2007; Meng and Peng, 2014).
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The occurrence of a peak magnitude in local earthquakes following triggering
teleseismic events suggests that dynamic stresses may be able to produce not only more
events, but also larger events. This implies that remote events perhaps can lead to the
preferential failure of larger asperities along the SJFZ. Thus far, it is relatively rare to
find large (Mw ≥ 5.5) events triggered teleseismically anywhere on the globe (Johnson et
al., 2015) and we do not see such large triggered events in our peak magnitude analysis
either. We propose that considering magnitude of events before and after dynamic stress
is a useful criterion for identifying dynamic triggering. It may be more useful to
determine whether the relative magnitude is larger in a specific region following a
teleseismic event, instead of selectively searching for magnitude thresholds or
exceptionally large locally triggered events. Considering the wide range of dynamic
stress values associated with various triggered episodes in the southeastern United States
(Linville et al., 2014), each region may have a unique combination of contributing factors
to facilitate triggering.
There is much debate about the physical causes of dynamic triggering. This is not
an exhaustive list, but some of the physical processes that could affect triggering include
pore fluid pressure, tectonic and micro-scale stress heterogeneities, fault orientation,
directivity, and various forms of post-seismic relaxation (Brodsky and van der Elst, 2014;
Gomberg et al., 2001; Hill, 2008; Freed and Lin, 2001). Pore fluid pressure could be a
factor in the SJFZ through rare instances of fluid activation. Dynamic stress changes
affect permeability and fluid transport subsequently causing a re-distribution of pore
pressure that makes a rock volume more susceptible to failure (Brodsky et al. 2003; Wang
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and Manga, 2009; Elkhoury et al., 2011). Kane et al. (2007) suggest that the distribution
of fluids along the SJFZ does not easily facilitate remote triggering as an explanation for
why it is difficult to observe remote triggering in this region.
Clock advance is an experimentally derived brittle failure model that explains
how dynamic stresses temporally bring faults closer to failure (Gomberg et al., 1998) and
may be a factor in triggering along the SJFZ. With clock advance, faults that are
continually experiencing tectonic loading receive an extra push from transient stresses
associated with teleseismic waves. The added stress can locally increase stress above the
Coulomb failure criterion on optimally oriented faults and fractures, causing them to fail
earlier in their earthquake cycle than if the dynamic stresses had not been present
(Gomberg et al., 1998). Brittle failure models have been used to potentially explain
remote dynamic triggering in areas ranging from Greece, to the Salton Sea geothermal
field, to central Himalaya (Brodsky et al., 2000, Meng and Peng, 2014; Mendoza et al.,
2016). Clock advance can explain events triggered in the presence of transient stresses
from teleseismic waves, but it does not explain the extended 2-day period of increased
seismicity seen in the stacked histogram (Figure 3.2). Even in the individual histograms
for the triggered events, we consistently see increased local seismicity for roughly 48
hours. Local processes may be the driving factors for this sustained triggering. It is
possible for teleseismic waves to trigger slow slip or accelerated creep, which in turn
affects local stress heterogeneity to facilitate the occurrence of small earthquakes
(Delahaye et al., 2009; Shelly et al., 2011; Vidale et al., 2011). Based on previous
studies, the SJFZ is capable of tremor, which is a signature of slow slip. Wang et al.
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(2013) found that Love waves from the 2002 Mw 7.8 Denali earthquake dynamically
triggered a tremor episode in the Anza region of the SJFZ. A more extensive study of
non-volcanic tremor along the SJFZ found several deep tremor episodes north and south
of the Anza Gap (Hutchinson and Ghosh, 2016). If tremor is common in this region, then
slow slip may be a significant factor in the ability of transient stresses to trigger local
earthquakes for an extended period of time. Any of the proposed models or additional
physical models could individually or collectively explain the occurrence of earthquake
triggering.

3.6. Conclusions
We present evidence for remote triggering of small local earthquakes in the SJFZ.
In general, it appears as though remote events do not often trigger the SJFZ and multiple
levels of tests are necessary to determine whether triggering occurred. We conservatively
estimate that 14 remote events triggered, and 10 events likely triggered an increase in
both the magnitude and number of earthquakes in the San Jacinto region for roughly 2
days. It is possible that the SJFZ infrequently reaches a critically stressed state that
coincides with a remote event, resulting in infrequently triggered earthquakes. The
infrequent nature of the triggering may be due to a complex interplay of dynamic stresses
with local processes such as small-scale stress heterogeneities, pore fluid pressure, and
slow slip activity.
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3.8. Tables
Table 3.1. Triggering Candidates. These are the 25 events with a beta value ≥ 2 when the
background rate is averaged over 30 days.
Earthquake Location
South Pacific Ocean
Papua New Guinea
Russia
Kermadec-Trench
Solomon Islands
Vanuatu
Aleutian Trench
New Zealand
New Hebrides Trench
British Columbia
Ryukyu-Trench
Solomon Islands
Baja California
Bay of Bengal
Chile
Kermadec Trench
Tonga-Trench
West of North Sumatra
Baja California
Chile
Argentina
Queen Charlotte
Queen Charlotte
Papua New Guinea
Offshore Nicaragua
South of Japan

Date
2005-05-12
2005-09-29
2006-05-22
2007-01-31
2007-06-28
2007-08-01
2007-08-02
2007-10-15
2008-04-09
2008-05-02
2009-10-30
2010-01-05
2010-04-04
2010-06-12
2011-01-02
2011-04-18
2011-10-21
2012-01-10
2012-04-12
2012-04-17
2012-05-28
2012-10-28
2012-10-28
2013-03-10
2013-06-15
2015-05-30

Time

Lat

11:15:35.34 -57.382
15:50:24.03
-5.437
11:12:00.80
60.772
03:15:52.29 -29.776
02:52:10.99
-7.979
17:08:51.40 -15.595
03:21:42.82
51.307
12:29:34.86 -44.796
12:46:12.72 -20.071
01:33:37.24
51.864
07:03:39.12 29.218
12:15:32.21
-9.019
22:40:42.36
32.286
19:26:50.46
7.881
20:20:17.78 -38.355
13:03:02.73 -34.336
17:57:16.10 -28.993
18:36:59.08
2.433
07:15:48.50
28.696
03:50:15.61 -32.625
05:07:23.45 -28.043
03:04:08.82
52.788
03:07:30.00
52.769
22:51:51.60
-6.653
17:34:29.07
11.725
11:23:02.10
27.841
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Lon

Depth (km) Mw

-139.231
151.840
165.743
-178.002
154.635
167.680
-179.971
167.553
168.892
-177.528
129.782
157.551
-115.295
91.936
-73.326
179.874
-176.238
93.210
-113.104
-71.365
-63.094
-132.101
-131.927
148.155
-86.975
140.488

10.0
25.0
19.0
34.0
18.0
120.0
21.0
18.0
33.0
14.0
34.0
15.4
10.0
35.0
24.0
86.0
33.0
19.0
13.0
29.0
586.9
14.0
5.0
28.9
35.8
664.0

6.5
6.6
6.6
6.5
6.7
7.2
6.7
6.8
7.3
6.6
6.8
6.8
7.2
7.5
7.2
6.6
7.4
7.2
7.0
6.7
6.8
7.8
7.7
6.5
6.5
7.8

Table 3.2. Triggering Events. These events are selected based on the minimum criteria of
having beta values ≥ 2 and a higher peak magnitude local earthquake occurring after the
remote events. Additionally, 11 of these events also have an increase in local earthquakes
(S-P times ≤ 6.7s) from a visual scan, and evidence of local earthquakes occurring during
the passage of waves from the remote event.
Earthquake Location
South Pacific Ocean
Papua New Guinea
Russia
Kermadec-Trench
Vanuatu
Aleutian Trench
New Zealand
Solomon Islands
Baja California
Bay of Bengal
Chile
Kermadec Trench
Baja California
Chile

Date
2005-05-12
2005-09-29
2006-05-22
2007-01-31
2007-08-01
2007-08-02
2007-10-15
2010-01-05
2010-04-04
2010-06-12
2011-01-02
2011-04-18
2012-04-12
2012-04-17

Time

Lat

11:15:35.34
15:50:24.03
11:12:00.80
03:15:52.29
17:08:51.40
03:21:42.82
12:29:34.86
12:15:32.21
22:40:42.36
19:26:50.46
20:20:17.78
13:03:02.73
07:15:48.50
03:50:15.61

-57.382
-5.437
60.772
-29.776
-15.595
51.307
-44.796
-9.019
32.286
7.881
-38.355
-34.336
28.696
-32.625
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Lon

Depth (km) Mw

-139.231
151.840
165.743
-178.002
167.680
-179.971
167.553
157.551
-115.295
91.936
-73.326
179.874
-113.104
-71.365

10.0
25.0
19.0
34.0
120.0
21.0
18.0
15.4
10.0
35.0
24.0
86.0
13.0
29.0

6.5
6.6
6.6
6.5
7.2
6.7
6.8
6.8
7.2
7.5
7.2
6.6
7.0
6.7

General Conclusions
Dynamic stress plays a critical role in the generation, temporal evolution, and
cessation of earthquakes. From localized shear stress changes that determine which path
an earthquake will take along a complex fault system, to the remote triggering of local
events by passing seismic waves, dynamic stress affects seismicity and subsequent
seismic hazard in heavily-populated southern California. The present work investigates
how dynamic stresses affect earthquake behavior on two of the largest fault systems in
southern California: the San Andreas fault system (SAF) in the San Gorgonio Pass
region (SGP) and the San Jacinto fault zone (SJFZ). Dynamic stress can either facilitate
or hinder earthquake rupture propagation along the SAF, depending on fault geometry
and initial stress assumptions, and it can trigger a temporary increase in local events
along the SJFZ.
Dynamic rupture models of the SAF through the SGP demonstrate a complex
interplay between fault geometry and initial stress assumptions. Our first set of models
use a relatively simple fault geometry, which incorporates the San Bernardino strand of
the SAF and two thrust faults from the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone. However, these
simplified models are still more complex than some of the previous numerical models in
the area (e.g. Olsen et al. 2006; 2008). The results from this set of models support
previous work in both rupture dynamics and some studies on the SGP. Rupture
propagation paths in our models are affected by the size of gaps between faults (Harris
and Day, 1993), branching angles (Kame et al., 2003), and relative orientation of thrust
and strike-slip faults (Oglesby, 2005). The results are fairly robust across both the initial
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stress conditions of constant tractions and regional stress fields, implying that fault
geometry and dynamic shear stresses are the controlling factors in these models. In the
simplified models, earthquakes that nucleate on the right-lateral strike-slip San
Bernardino strand of the SAF do not propagate to the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone
under any assumptions. Nucleation on a thrust fault in the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone
east of the San Bernardino strand often leads to multi-fault rupture, including several
through-going scenarios, due to dynamic increases in shear stress. Nucleation on a thrust
in the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone west of the San Bernardino strand occasionally
leads to multi-fault rupture, including some through-going scenarios. These results imply
that earthquakes initiating northwest of the SGP do not lead to through-going rupture,
while earthquakes initiating southeast of the San Bernardino strand can cause throughgoing scenarios that are similar to those of the TeraShake models (Olsen et al., 2006;
2008). Earthquakes nucleating within the SGP on the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone may
be capable of becoming a damaging event that affects large parts of metropolitan and
suburban southern California.
Our second set of models in the SGP employ an even more realistic (and
complex) fault geometry based on Plesch et al. (2007), with refinements made by
Herbert and Cooke (2012), Herbert et al. (2014) and Fattaruso et al. (2014), and three
different pre-stress assumptions: constant tractions, regional stress loading, and evolved
stresses from long-term quasi-static crustal deformation modeling. We will henceforth
refer to models from Chapter 1 of this dissertation as the “simplified models” and those
from Chapter 2 as the “complex models.” The results of the complex models vary
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substantially from the results of the simplified models. The most consistent result of the
complex models is that rupture does not propagate from the San Gorgonio Pass Fault
Zone to any other faults, which appears to contradict the results of the simplified models.
While none of the simplified models resulted in propagation jumping from the San
Bernardino strand to either of the thrusts in the San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone, this type
of behavior was possible in the complex models that assumed regional stress loading and
evolved stresses. These contradictory results are likely due to significant differences in
the fault geometry. In the simplified models, only small portions of the San Gorgonio
Pass Fault Zone are included, with the thrusts making perfect 90-degree angles alongstrike with respect to the San Bernardino strand. However, in the complex models, the
entirety of the mapped San Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone is included. With the larger fault,
smaller-scale sharp angles are smoothed and overall the western portion of the San
Gorgonio Pass Fault Zone has a much narrower along-strike angle (roughly 30 degrees)
with the San Bernardino strand. The western portion also connects to the San Bernardino
strand at depth, instead of remaining perfectly perpendicular. These changes in
orientation are significant enough to cause different results between the two sets of
models. Kame et al. (2003) show that narrower angles between fault branches can inhibit
rupture on one of the branches due to the stress shadowing effect. We see this effect in
particular on parts of the San Bernardino strand in complex models where earthquakes
nucleate on the Garnet Hill strand. In comparison, wide angles between branches weaken
the shear and normal stress interactions between branches, causing rupture to be more
independent of slip on adjacent faults (Kame et al., 2003), which is similar to the
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simplified models. With the complex models that assume regional stress loading, the
difference in fault geometry controls the difference in the results. We use the end
members of the regional stress fields tested in the simplified models in the complex
models as well, and the results are vastly different, including through-going rupture with
models that nucleate on the San Bernardino strand.
While the differences in fault geometry can account for some of the contradictory
results between the simplified and complex models, the initial stress conditions also have
an impact on the results. Compared to the simplified models, we use oblique stress on
the San Bernardino and Garnet Hill strands in constant traction assumptions of the
complex models, instead of pure strike-slip. This variation in the stress field in addition
to the different fault geometry may account for abrupt rupture terminations in the
complex models. The evolved stresses are only used with the complex models, so there
is no comparison available with the simplified models. The evolved stresses are highly
heterogeneous compared to typical initial stress conditions and our results validate
previous studies that show heterogeneous stresses can complicate rupture propagation in
models with complex fault branching (Duan and Oglesby, 2007). Compared with the
simplified models, it appears as though the initial stress conditions have a stronger
influence on the models than dynamic stress changes, which corroborates the conclusions
of Kame et al. (2003) that pre-stress states have significant effects on the favored
direction of rupture propagation.
Given the large variability in our results, we conclude that the SGP is a region that
may act as barrier for rupture propagation in many circumstances, but it is also capable of
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producing through-going ruptures. The results of the simplified models match those of
Olsen et al. (2006), which indicate through-going rupture is possible for earthquakes
initiating southeast of the SGP and inhibited for earthquakes initiating northwest of the
SGP. Complex models assuming regional stress loading also match Olsen et al. (2006),
but only for nucleation on the Garnet Hill strand. Complex models assuming regional
stress loading and nucleation on the San Bernardino strand supports the conclusions of
Carena et al. (2004), which indicate that earthquakes occurring on the SAF northwest of
the SGP could possibly rupture through the SGP on rare occasions. Complex models,
assuming constant tractions, resemble the results of Shi et al. (2012), which assumed
homogenous volumetric stress; both sets of results concluded that rupture initiating from
either side of the SGP could not propagate across the SGP. The large variability in the
results also suggests that multiple fault geometries should be tested and initial stress
conditions should be further studied before more robust results can be established.
Our final conclusions are with regards to the capability of dynamically triggered
events along the SJFZ. It appears as though remote events do not often trigger the SJFZ
and multiple tests, including statistical analysis of the number of events before and after a
remote event, peak magnitude analysis, and visual scans of seismograms, are necessary to
determine whether triggering occurred. Out of 25 triggering candidates identified with
the statistical test, we conservatively estimate that 14 remote events triggered, and 10
events likely triggered an increase in both the magnitude and number of earthquakes in
the San Jacinto region for roughly 2 days. It is possible that the SJFZ infrequently
reaches a critically stressed state that coincides with a remote event, resulting in
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infrequently triggered earthquakes. The infrequent nature of the triggering may be due to
a complex interplay of dynamic stresses with local processes such as small-scale stress
heterogeneities, pore fluid pressure, and slow slip activity.
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